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A bstract
What I'm Waiting For is a collection of essays that explores the 
boundaries between people and wilderness in Alaska. Most of the essays 
use childhood experience and journeys into the country to examine the 
relationship of history, myth, imagination, and language to landscape and 
wildlife. The style shifts among literary journalism, personal essay, and 
memoir as the narrator tries to locate her own place within these 
relationships. The viewpoint moves from an outsider's perspective 
represented by the narrator as a reporter, to an insider's stance as someone 
who grew up in the state. The writing attempts to overcome northern 
stereotypes and to present deeper meanings offered by Alaska's wilderness.
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In some truly improved natural setting—one well removed from the 
reach, the sights, and maybe especially the sounds of our wonted culture— 
surrounded by the immemorial phenomenal world, whether trees, ocean, or 
the waves of prairie grasses, a change may overtake us, precisely to the 
extent that we are willing to remain where we are and resist what will be a 
gathering temptation to return to more certain comforts. It will not quite be 
fear, but it will be next to this: a kind of existential humility bom of a sense 
of all the life that surrounds and includes us and that will go on without us. 
And this is the ground of myth—fear or humility and submission to the still 
unfathomed mystery of Life.
Frederick Turner, Beyond Geography
That which is far off and 
exceeding deep, who can find 
it out?
Ecclesiastes 7:24
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1At Auke Bay
The shoreline of Auke Beach forms a parenthesis that both gestures to 
open sea and embraces the cove. I find my own way along this arc, 
clambering over driftwood the tide may carry away tomorrow or never, 
stumbling across algae-slick rocks turtled into the mud. It's easiest to follow 
the high tide line as it unfurls a banner of pink and indigo mussels, seaweed 
salad, tangerine-colored fragments of molted crab shells. Eventually this 
tangled ribbon will lead to Point Louisa.
Sometimes as I walk I'm tempted to read the constellations of tidal 
debris like a horoscope. What signifies a halibut head with eyes carved out 
by scavengers? A Nike tennis shoe prunish as a foot too long in water? A 
miniature Crown Royal bottle bearing an unintelligible message scribbled on 
a coiled fragment of paper? Once I came upon six deer skeletons with heads 
missing, shreds of meat still clinging to fresh white bone. The legs angled 
against the sand as if these deer had outraced waves to gain the refuge of 
land. The next day, the skeletons were gone.
I have walked this shore many times since I was a child, and I nearly 
always head this direction, out of the shelter of spruce trees and toward the 
point. The footing grows easier in the deepest curve of shore, where an 
unnaturally even layer of pebbles crunches and rolls underfoot. Waves 
worry the beach in the sea's endless accounting of shell and stone. Legend 
says Tlingit Indian slaves cleared this stretch of all rocks larger than a child's 
fist so the Auk people could beach their canoes safely. For four hundred 
years, maybe more, the Auks lived in clan houses overlooking the cove.
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2Then, in 1880, an Auk led white prospectors to mountainous basins that held 
gold. He earned a hundred Hudson's Bay Company blankets for starting the 
gold rush that settled Juneau.. Within a few decades, the Auks had 
abandoned their village to live in frame homes on the edge of town, twelve 
miles to the south, an exchange they surely regretted later.
Today the U.S. Forest Service claims this beach, as it does most of 
Southeast Alaska. The agency named the cove Auke Village Recreational 
Area and sprinkled it with outhouses, shelters, and fire pits. Only a meadow 
of cow parsley and wild rye marks the place where the Auks lived, where the 
Big Dipper clan houses and totem poles brooded above the bay.
Beyond the meadow, past the shelter of big trees, the beach narrows 
into a natural bridge between mainland and Point Louisa. Few people know 
the body of a Tlingit shaman was once laid away near here. The Tlingits 
cremated all of their dead except shamans and slaves. The slaves they 
tossed into the sea or forest; the shamans they sheltered in gravehouses built 
on a bluff or a point, always facing the ocean. I've looked, but nothing 
remains of the shaman's gravehouse.
My family often came to the point when I was a child. Sometimes we 
fished for salmon and Dolly Varden from the jagged rocks, casting our lines 
awkwardly as our rubber boots slipped on brown rockweed. Acorn 
barnacles colonizing the stone shattered beneath our feet. At night, we 
probed tidal pools with flashlights, spying on purple and green sea urchins 
prickling their way across the basins, tiny starfish living in slow motion, 
hermit crabs approaching the world always sideways, wearing shells 
borrowed from periwinkles.
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3Inside the point's gathering of trees, footpaths seam the moss and duff 
where fishermen and wanderers tramp toward the water. Teenagers come 
here at night to build bonfires and drink beer. They brand the forest floor 
with rings of charred stones. When I am lucky, crows and ravens are the 
only other visitors. They gang up along branches or rocks, their eyes sharp 
and knowing. Emerging from the trees, I find my own place to sit among 
the rocks and ravens, all of us here for our own solitary reasons.
Most times, it seems enough to gaze up Lynn Canal, along the 
shadowed flank of Admiralty Island. It is enough to notice the way clouds 
wisp among the peaks, cloaking and unveiling a topography of imagination. 
It is enough to watch the tide reach for my feet, to steep myself in briny air, 
before I head home along the curving shore.
Other days, I come only to wait. I cannot say exactly what I wait for, 
any more than I can pretend to understand how the Tlingits saw this place, 
and what they wanted from it, if anything. I have learned only that it is best 
to sit here with thought and desire suspended.
One sunny day, a harbor seal slipped into a shallow tidal pool a dozen 
yards from where I waited. The seal rolled round and silvery, bathing as 
coyly as a mermaid expecting a lover. I stilled myself, hushed the breath in 
my lungs, the blood in my veins. I had never seen a harbor seal this close, 
never glimpsed more than a gleaming head and a distant gaze. I studied 
each dark spot on the seal's pelt, the fan of its leathery flippers, the honeyed 
brimming of its eyes. But being human, wanting more, I could not contain 
myself and tried to creep still closer. I wanted the animal to see me, too—to 
acknowledge my presence, and yet not to mind, to know instinctively I
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4meant no harm. It did see me. A squirm, a flip, and the seal vanished back 
into the wide dark of sea.
All the things we demand of land and ocean—not just timber, 
minerals, a harvest of fish, but space, fulfillment, beauty. We ask so much, 
even when we cannot name what we desire. We can only wait.
Sometimes, what I'm waiting for appears as surely as if I had stood on 
these rocks, cupped my hands to my mouth, and shouted an invocation. One 
gray November morning, my husband and I walked the point, watching wind 
scud across waves and surf spill into shore. Suddenly the water erupted in a 
chain of small explosions. A pod of black-and-white Dali's porpoises curved 
through the waves, arrowing toward shore, toward us, so quickly, so 
powerfully, that we could say nothing, and only waited to receive them.
Just when it seemed the porpoises would impale themselves on rock, they 
lunged underwater and disappeared, as if discovering a passage below our 
feet. For a long time after, we watched the ocean but did not see them again.
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5' The Book of Being Lost
When I was ten, my great-aunt sent me a blank book of joined pages, 
an accordion of whiteness squeezed between green covers. The book clearly 
was meant to be filled in one long, unfolding crescendo of words. So I 
began my first and only book. The plot of this adventure tale featured me, 
my siblings, and various friends, all flying from Juneau to somewhere along 
the coast of Southeast Alaska when suddenly, our plane crashed. There we 
were, stranded on a remote island on the turbulent edge of the Pacific 
Ocean.
The pilot had to die. It was too bad, but this was to be an adult-free 
tale, so we could spend our days being plucky and clever as we struggled for 
survival in the wilderness. The story emerged from a plagiarized mish-mash 
of plucky-children-lost-in-the-wildemess books that I adored. In one, a boy 
with nothing but a pocketknife and a dog wandered through the wilds, eating 
raw fish and navigating by the stars. In another, several boys spent a week 
lost in the desert; by the time they were rescued, they had created an 
underground heating and plumbing system based on Roman engineering 
techniques. All of these tales revolved around boys, but I didn’t care, 
because it never occurred to me that wilderness was not a place for girls. 
Still, I cast as my boyfriend my neighbor, Tom, a darkly handsome boy who 
was the indifferent object of my affection. Together, our lost and innocent 
band would somehow overcome the perils of the wild.
A common-enough fantasy, I suppose. Alaska is full of romantics 
like me, people who understand the impossibility of surviving in the
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6wilderness and yet who can’t help wishing for that very thing their whole 
lives/ But now I see there was another story I didn’t write, a story in which 
the forest was not a haven, not a refuge for rebellious pre-teens, but an 
impenetrable mystery, an old, dark symbol of longing and fear. At ten, 
though, I wrote the only tale I could, neatly marching the words in blue 
ballpoint pen across the snowy unlined paper. It was hard to keep the lines 
straight. Eventually they sagged across the pages, the line endings pulled 
down as if dowsing toward some heavy truth.
The airplane crash was a plot device necessary to remove us from 
familiar territory. I spent so much time playing in the rainforest near our 
house that I did not fear being lost. Unlike Hansel and Gretel, who had not 
read the survival manuals I studied, I minded my way with dependable 
landmarks: the twist of a stream, the alignment of trees into arboreal 
constellations, the arrangement of granite boulders cast like dice by a 
retreating glacier. I puzzled over the bread crumbs in the fairy tale, 
wondering why they marked their paths by what disappears. Twenty-five 
years later, I could sketch the paths and trails I roamed through the 
Mendenhall Valley, though now most have been erased by tract homes, 
roads, and malls. It seems I can, after all, navigate by what no longer exists.
My family lived in one of the first subdivisions in Juneau, an orderly 
crop of small frame houses individual only in color. The blue face of 
Mendenhall Glacier bulged above the trees three miles to the north. Once 
the ice had scraped clean the entire valley, and now it retreated backwards 
into a mountainous gullet, lending its name to everything in sight: 
Mendenhall Lake, Mendenhall Valley, Mendenhall River. Even the
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7subdivision was known as Mendenhaven. Beyond this pioneering swatch of 
suburbia, the forest spread west a mile or more to the river before washing 
up the mountain flanks that enclosed us.
I recall the sensation of crossing a border every time I slipped between 
trees or through the claw of alder brash into the woods. Years later, I 
learned a word that describes the texture of dusky green light in the 
rainforest: gloaming. Few people use this word anymore, except possibly 
the Scots, but it is the right word to describe the dreamy density of air, the 
constant sheen of rain, the way spruce and hemlock trees rise from the earth, 
their corrugated tranks weeping sap, their crowns meshing so tightly that sky 
splinters into vagueness. In the gloaming, it is not day, it is not night.
Shafts of pearly light penetrate where downed trees sheared the canopy. A 
kind of vegetative hush cushions the air. The raven’s thick dialect, the 
hoarse chime of a thrash, the red squirrel’s curses resonate like a ritual 
response to the liturgy, familiar yet always meaningful.
It is a common misconception that in the briny womb, the human 
fetus mirrors evolution as it dreams itself into existence: Worm to fish to 
human. As I walk into the forest and out again, I feel myself tracing that 
myth in the unfolding of civilization from jungle to savannah to citadel; 
from forest to plains to settlement. This is humanity’s pride and haunting, 
that we stepped out of the dark woods, out of savagery, sexuality, and 
instinct. We tamed ourselves by striking down frightening forests, flushing 
out wild animals, baring the horizons.
Still, I sense the echoes of a surrendered past every time I poise on the 
brink of some woodland. In the oldest part of our minds, a thick forest
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8stands, inhabited by talking beasts, changelings, and lost children; by 
nightmares, reveries, and profound silences; by tricks of shadow and light; 
by everything we once were, and never will be again. In the gloaming, I 
stand waiting for my eyes to adjust to the archaic light, waiting to see what 
moves, waiting to be recognized.
Biologists call this place an “edge,” the rim where dense forest meets 
open ground. A deer, for example, might forage in a meadow and take 
shelter in the adjoining trees. In Southeast Alaska, the forest harbors many 
internal edges, where one kind of habitat or vegetation eases into another. 
Animals and birds shift back and forth through these places, seeking what 
they need from different kinds of landscape.
Edges rim human history, too, creating borders where event and myth 
and legend mb together, where people move from one kind of story into 
another. On the boundary between wilderness and society dwell all the wild 
men and wild women, the sinners, wanderers, and barbarians, the noble 
savages, the prophets, the saints and exiles, those hungering for corruption 
and those begging for redemption, those who fell from grace and those who 
think they’ve found it within the green mantle of wilderness.
The book I wrote extended a life I already knew along this edge. The 
score of children who colonized my street roamed the surrounding forest as 
if it were captured territory. In the dim, green light we became different 
children than we were in the open, where anybody could see us. With 
scavenged lumber and bent nails, we cobbled together rough forts, re­
enacting the rise of civilization in our own playful, vicious way. 
Instinctively, we sought safety against dangerous creatures— not wild
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9animals, but the mean teenage boys who skulked in the trees, smoking and 
cursing and reading Playboy. Slipping along the trails by myself, I always 
stopped and listened carefully for harsh laughter.
This was a landscape that encouraged disappearances and shiftiness, 
where at any moment fight or flight might be required. The older trees 
measured three children wide; in a moment we could press against the rough 
bark and disappear like the humblest of birds, the brown creeper. We often 
left the trails and moved through the understory, where mists of greenery 
formed a second canopy over the forest floor. In stands of devil’s club, 
leathery leaves unfurled over brutal stems bristling with thorns. Clouds of 
blueberry bushes dangled pink, bell-like flowers, and later, swollen purple 
fruit. Watermelon berries, puffballs, bear bread, old man’s beard—for years 
I never bothered to learn the formal names of plants I knew from childhood 
folklore.
I wore a ratty pair of moccasins everywhere, imagining myself 
walking softly in the world, tracking what could not be seen. I did not want 
to be tracked either. I spent many afternoons perched in a spruce tree, the 
springy boughs stirring in a different wind. In the distance I heard the thin 
sound of kids playing, mothers yelling, lawnmowers droning. From my airy 
vantage, this all seemed part of someone else’s painfully ordinary life. At 
night I slept with hands tarred by spruce pitch, and bits of spidery lichens 
and dry needles twisted in my hair. I smelled clean, like a tree.
But the edge was not far enough when I was a child. And so I wrote 
the book of being lost. Life was not easy on our wild island. Until we 
fashioned rough dwellings from downed timber, brush, and spruce boughs,
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southeasterly storms engulfed us in miseries of wind and rain. The surf 
dragged the airplane wreckage down to the bottom of the sea, taking our 
supplies with it. We scraped a grave for the pilot in the forest floor and piled 
it with rocks hauled from the beach. Tom mumbled a half-forgotten prayer 
for the pilot’s soul. Among us we had only a couple of pocket knives, some 
string, a book of matches, a few pieces of gum.
I became the band’s leader because of my extensive knowledge of 
wilderness lore. I had prepared for exactly this kind of situation, and I 
longed to use everything I knew about surviving in the wilderness: Moss 
grows on the north side of trees. Chewing on willow bark relieves 
headaches. Ward off scurvy by eating beach lettuce. Build your shelter on 
top of a rise to prevent run-off from pooling on the floor. Dry leaves and 
needles make good insulation. I memorized poisonous and edible 
mushrooms, though at home I refused to eat mushrooms at all. I couldn’t 
wait to make pemmican from berries and venison.
Once I grew up, I realized that people disappear into the woods all 
the time, lost, stranded, or looking for themselves. Sometimes we never 
know they’ve gone. And when they return, if they return, they often have 
changed. It does not take much to mb away the gilt of society and order. 
Living alone among trees, where the mind strains to make sense of every 
breeze, every bird call, every rustle and whisper, unravels that fine tautness 
we require to live together.
That wilderness can undo us is a fear that has long inhabited folklore, 
religion, and literature. The Middle English meaning of “mad” was “wood,” 
a pun that Shakespeare could not resist in A Midsummer Night’s Dream:
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“And here am I wood within this wood?” The Puritans’ stem vision colored 
the wilderness long before they arrived in America and confronted what 
Michael Wigglesworth called “a waste and howling wilderness” that echoed 
the inner and untamed darkness of the ungodly. And there were ungodly 
beings inhabiting the forest—mysterious wild people who have always 
lingered on the outskirts of societies urban or indigenous. I don’t mean the 
pallid figures of pop psychology—the male who paints himself up and beats 
on drums at weekend gatherings of men with too much money and not 
enough imagination, the overanalyzed female seeking second-hand 
empowerment from fairy tales. I mean the hairy, frightening figures of 
folklore who know too much about us, who inhabit both the real world and 
the mythical. Scholars describe them as figures of anti-civilization, godless 
beings who seek only to satisfy animal appetites. In Alaska, the 
Athabascans and the Inupiat know that wild ones lurk out there. It’s better 
not to speak their names. But for all their slovenly, frightening ways, the 
wild people also remember secrets of nature most people have forgotten. 
This makes them dangerously attractive, the objects of loathing and longing 
because they remind us of who we used to be. The ambivalent way people 
regarded wild people—as repulsive and romantic—echoes the way many 
cultures have responded to wilderness itself.
It’s not so hard to find the Wild Man, even now. It’s not so hard to 
become him, either. Those who venture beyond the forest’s edge sometimes 
risk assuming a wildness, or madness, that they cannot recover from. 
Occasionally solitary people seek this fate by entering the wilds deliberately. 
That they would purposefully drift away from society to become mountain
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men, or hermits, or self-exiles, only seems like madness to those of us left 
behind. More often this fate mysteriously finds people who have somehow 
lost themselves. .
“ ‘Wild Man’ Seen At Pt. Retreat,” says the Daily Alaska Empire on 
May 25,1937. A ragged figure emerged from the woods that surround the 
Point Retreat Lighthouse on Admiralty Island, not far from Juneau. But at 
the lightkeeper’s approach, the man fled back into the forest. This happened 
several times. The town marshal sent a rescue party after him, believing him 
to be a missing trapper named Bud May. Somehow capturing or coaxing the 
man into their midst, the rescuers discovered he actually was Albert Niles, a 
sixty-five-year-old prospector marooned on the island two weeks before 
when his skiff’s motor broke. Then his camp caught on fire, leaving him 
only a rifle. Niles had since lived unsheltered, eating game and fish as he 
wandered through the trees. After his return to Juneau, the newspaper 
wrote: “The pioneer declares reports of his being a ‘wild man’ are 
erroneous. The only thing he was wild about was the loss of his boat and 
equipment, he pointed out.”
But something happened to Albert Niles as he roamed the forest. No 
explanation emerged for why he repeatedly fled help. Back in Juneau, the 
marshal put him aboard a steamship bound for a veterans hospital in the 
States, but Niles created such a fuss—over what, the newspaper doesn’t 
say—that authorities jailed him and charged him with insanity after all. 
Evidently the old prospector had lost some ability to play by the rules. 
Perhaps his sojourn tainted him; perhaps people could only see him as mad
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after his return. Bud May, the missing trapper, never did reappear. His 
boneS have long since melted away in the rainforest.
“End-of-the-roader” is the Alaskan name for those people who 
abandon the known world and venture north seeking peace or oblivion in the 
wilds. They have always come here. In the summer of 1945, Juneau 
residents grew afraid at reports of a man named Tony “running wild” in the 
woods just south of town. Tony, a man in his fifties who spoke broken 
English, had come from Seattle to work in a cannery, but something drove 
him into the forest. Occasionally he ventured out to beg food or clothing 
from people who lived on the town’s outskirts. The last time anybody saw 
him, he wore only underwear. “Wildman’s Body Found on Beach South of 
Thane,” the headline read three weeks later. Judging from what remained of 
his decomposing body, authorities believed he died of exposure. In the 
forest they found his lair, where he had been sleeping under a rock overhang.
Sometimes, when I imagine myself alone in the woods, I think of 
Tony and Albert as the hours passed in solitude, as the nights resonated with 
darkness. Surely they tested their voices in that mossy stillness, perhaps 
calling out uncertainly “Who’s there?” Their clothes tore away in scraps. 
Moss and leaves caught in their hair and beards. Imagine how hungry they 
felt among the green extravagances of forest. If Albert shot a deer, he ripped 
at it with his teeth, devouring hunks of bloody meat still hot and raw. Tony 
must have foraged along the beach, sucking briny, living mussels from their 
indigo shells, prying limpets from rocks. They shivered as they slept, 
tormented by cold and wet. Toward the end they sought others, and yet they
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hid when confronted by those who had once been their own kind. Neither 
ever found his way back. They were wood within wood.
I wonder if madness calls people into wilderness, or if wilderness 
drives people mad. When I was in sixth grade, a classmate once discovered 
a human skeleton lying in a cave on Thunder Mountain, the broad­
shouldered ridge that shadows Mendenhall Valley. We begged him for 
details: The bones— what did they look like? Did animals chew on him? 
Why did he go there? Why didn’t he come back? Not long ago in Juneau, a 
tourist wandered away from a visiting cruise ship and disappeared. Two 
years later hikers found his scattered bones part way up Heintzleman Ridge, 
several miles south of town. His death bothers people less than his 
disappearance. We have no way to explain why a seventy-two-year-old 
retired business executive would abandon his wife and his expensive 
vacation to roam a steep, forested mountain.
I lost myself once, deliberately. My high school biology teacher 
wanted us to leam some of the lessons that had emerged from the recent 
shipwrecking of a Sitka teen-ager who had spent days and days alone in a 
forest, barely surviving the cruelties of November. The following spring, 
the teacher sent us into the woods for a solitary day, to teach us something 
about mental self-sufficiency. He had a point. People hardly ever enter the 
woods alone and without purpose. We’re raised on the buddy system. We 
know where we’re going and when we’re coming back. We make trails and 
follow them faithfully.
On the designated morning, I stood alone at the end of the road on 
north Douglas Island, studying the green, blunt wall of trees. Shadowed
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gaps suggested openings, and I twisted through blueberry bushes and devil’s 
club to find a way in. In a few moments, I could no longer see the way out.
Sometimes during that dreamlike day, I sat stunned into stillness, 
huddled against the knotted roots of a spruce tree, listening, listening. 
Something was there. I could feel it. Every motion, every noise, attracted 
me: the slow wave of ferns, the clatter of a blue jay, the sly trickle of water.
Remembering my childhood, I tried to move slowly, easily, but this 
talent seemed lost to me. Sometimes I forgot what I was doing and 
dissolved into long, vacant contemplations of the way trees thrust skyward. 
Other times I thrashed through the bmsh. Clambering over rotting logs, my 
hands shrank from clammy moss and fleshy mushrooms. I grasped at the 
wrong things. Devil’s club spines prickled under my skin; they wouldn’t 
emerge from my hands for a month. Black stinking mud sucked at my 
boots. Brambles ripped at my hair and jacket. I felt submerged under the 
tangled, moist heaviness that clotted the air. I inched along a fallen alder 
over the amber waters of a creek, and the sodden bark peeled away under my 
grip, baring yellowish wood that made me think of cartilage and bones. I 
didn’t know why I was crossing the creek. Hours later, I fell out of the 
forest into the open, healing air, never having glimpsed what I was hiding 
from, or what I was looking for.
Not everyone who enters wilderness returns mad, of course. A border 
exists that most people will not cross. Many vow to find places free of 
others’ footsteps, and when they do, declare themselves new citizens of a 
wild nation. Yet always people shield themselves against wilderness with 
whatever devices lend survival and solace: large guns, neon-colored tents,
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guidebooks, expensive boots, freeze-dried food, tools of every sort. They 
file return plans, or arrange to be picked up. Some carry handheld beacons 
that can signal an orbiting satellite and pinpoint their position on the globe 
within a few hundred yards. Nobody ever has to be lost again.
I do not fool myself. I know the forest does not welcome me, does 
not care about me, will not nurture me. Alone and bereft of bits of string, 
scraps of wool, leather for my feet, I would not survive long. I suspect a 
night’s sojourn alone in the heart of rainforest would drive me mad. I would 
emerge babbling about things I had seen, things I had done. They might 
find me on my hands and knees gnawing roots. Perhaps I would prefer 
eating small animals raw. Ravens might tell me jokes I would understand. I 
could invent a new religion. I might discover fire all over again. Insanity 
brought on by too many trees might be something I would enjoy.
Knowing this, I return to the shadow of forests and always will. Who 
doesn’t want to go mad sometimes, to be swallowed up by something greater 
than ourselves? And yet, we can never truly be lost without somehow 
relinquishing the one thing we can never escape from—ourselves. All else 
is pretense.
Still, I remain a romantic about the forest. I believe I ’ve earned it by 
learning that the same wilderness that can undo us can also heal us. 
Disillusionment and reconciliation share an edge.
A year or two after I wrote my book, I returned from the 
neighborhood fort with Tom, the boy whom I had a painful crush on, the one 
whom I idealized in my book. A bit older than I, he had black hair, blue 
eyes and strong, brown hands that somehow made up for his natural
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arrogance. Our mothers were best friends, so we spent a lot of time together. 
His bedroom window paralleled mine, and some nights I turned off the lights 
in my room and peered through my window, watching his shadow move 
against the shade. On this summer evening, as we walked through the 
woods, Tom suddenly pushed me down and straddled me, trying to shove 
his hand into my jeans. I writhed beneath him, hitting him as hard as I could 
with closed fists. My long hair caught in my mouth as I struggled. He 
worked his hand down past my belly, and then, as I twisted frantically to 
evade him, drew it out and released me. He pulled me to my feet.
We walked out of the woods then, without saying anything. I pulled 
bits of moss from my hair. He brushed off my back and said, “See ya,” and 
I said, “Yeah,” and we went into our houses. Whatever had happened, we 
didn’t want to reveal it to any adult. But after that, I stopped goofing around 
in the forest wearing those silly moccasins. I had learned self­
consciousness. I had learned there was something to fear in the forest.
My first lover and I went into the woods when I was seventeen. We 
stripped off our clothes, laid against the forest floor, and made love in the 
slow shadows of trees. Sometimes rain veiled us, sifting through the fronds 
of hemlock and spruce. He covered me against it, cupping me against the 
fragrant duff, the feathery mosses. The wet earth yielded beneath me, and I 
beneath him. Above us the trees were always rising.
In the forest, with my lover, I opened myself to the world. A 
madwoman, a lost woman, could be no less astounded, no less shaken by the 
longing and loss that suffused me, lying there in the forest with a man.
When I returned home and undressed in the summer twilight of my
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bedroom, I found twigs and needles scattered in my clothing, and tiny green 
plants clinging to my flesh.
My life, from the first time I went into the forest alone as a child, is 
one long craving for that moment when the self is lost and found, all at once. 
If that kind of wildness means the way we loosen ourselves from the human 
world and its requirements, it must also mean the way we bind ourselves to 
the natural world, the way we yield to the oldest provinces of brains and 
bellies. We bare ourselves to the world. We become most completely 
ourselves. That is the frightening, delicious, nature of madness.
I miss my childhood in the woods. I wish I could unfold that book 
again and follow the uneven lines as they trailed from page to page. Now I 
live in a small, plain house without plumbing on the outskirts of Fairbanks, 
surrounded by white birch and black spruce trees, my only discontent the 
nearness of neighbors. At night I lie in bed, warmed by my husband, and 
through undraped windows watch the stars scraping away darkness as the 
earth spins. Once in awhile I take out my maps and pinpoint where we live. 
Then I draw an imaginary line from our doorstep north, as if one day I might 
set out and walk all the way to the Arctic Coast. Sometimes at dusk I stand 
among the trees and study the distant yellow light swelling from the 
windows of my house, trying to imagine who lives there on the edge of the 
forest.
The book I wrote, a book I no longer have, was not really about being 
lost so much as wishing for what is lost to us. The point was not to be 
rescued at all. Yes, we were cold and often miserable. Rain proved to be 
our worst enemy. We fought over small things. The boys sometimes
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challenged my authority. But how happy we became as we learned to spear 
salmon, snare deer, dig up roots that tasted like earth, feast on berries and 
bitter leaves. We wove spruce boughs into fragrant beds. We set elaborate 
traps to warn us when bears came around. Every day, we drank deeply from 
the nearby stream, chewed on strips of smoked salmon and venison, tidied 
our camp, and then, carrying pemmican to sustain us, set out on exploratory 
hikes. We mapped our island by engraving the terrain on the tender inner 
layer of spruce bark.
At night, we squatted around the fire and told stories, the flames 
illuminating our solemn faces, darkness washing around us like a high tide 
that would ease by morning. We twisted cedar twigs and blue clay in our 
hair. We said we missed our parents, but soon their faces blurred and 
disappeared from memory. When search planes droned overhead, we hid in 
the understory. Sometimes I still feel the old fierce needs that thrummed in 
our hearts: to kill animals with our hands, drench ourselves in blood, invent 
songs against the night, pray as if we meant it.
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1 W here Bears W alk
In the dream, I cower among tall grass, or beneath bushes, or behind 
trees. The place where I hide changes, but the terror never does. I hear the 
bear slavering and growling, its footsteps drumming the earth. It is looking 
for me. It sniffs the air, and I know it smells my fear. It will find me. Then 
it will tear me apart and eat me.
In the moment of discovery, as the bear rears high before descending 
on me, I always wake, my heart leaping against my chest as if it could 
abandon the rest of my leaden body to the kill. Sometimes, when at last I 
sleep again, the bear resumes stalking me through the night.
Because of this dream, for years I could not enter the forest without 
my heart flailing about like a crippled thrush, without dread persuading me 
that somewhere among the green twilight of trees, the great hunter hunted 
me. And yet, even though I have lived in Juneau since I was seven, never 
have I encountered a bear as more than a shadow fading away at the edges of 
some forest or beach. I have roamed through tidal flats and rainforest, alpine 
meadow and creekside bmsh, all the places where bears roam, and I have 
never been threatened by a bear. It is simply enough to know they are there, 
enlarged by lore every Alaskan cultivates.
I am a good student of such bear gossip. I could tell you about the 
hunter dragged off and partially eaten by a brown bear drawn by the sound 
of the man's deer call. I remember the neighbor boy chased down West 
Glacier Trail by a black bear. There was the solitary camper missing in 
Glacier Bay, his death revealed by frames in his camera that captured the
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bear entering his camp. To believe in these tales of blood and flesh and 
teeth,' to imagine them well, I had only to meet a man blinded by a brown 
bear he encountered as a seventeen-year-old hunter on a local creek. I saw 
the whole story in his face, a face rearranged into a topography of scars, and 
I wondered what he remembered of bears in his personal and enduring 
darkness.
Among shadows, things appear larger than they really are.
I did not overcome my fear of bears until I smelled the dark, wild smell of 
bears upon my hands, until I felt the slow wave of blood washing through a 
bear's veins, until I walked where bears walk.
LaVem Beier is not afraid of bears. The Alaska Department of Fish 
and Game calls him a technician for his proficiency in finding, trapping, and 
tranquilizing mountain goats, wolves, wolverines, and all manner of 
creatures that do not wish to be found, including the drugged brown bear 
slumped on the patch of stale snow before us. Vem is not just a technician, 
though. Something in Vem Beier makes me imagine he is part-bear himself, 
the offspring of one of those mythic matings between bear and woman that 
never led to any good for the bear. (As for the woman, who can say?) 
Perhaps it is Vem’s wiry hair, the shagginess of his black beard, the 
economy and purpose in his stocky frame that make me think such things. 
More likely it is the steady brown eyes that see more than he ever says. But 
I detect the resemblance also in the rough but loving way he runs his hands 
through the thin spring pelt of this half-conscious bear, as if he knows her. 
Pretty bony, is all he says. Must have been a hard winter.
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I am not looking at the bear’s coffee-colored fur. I am looking at her 
teeth.1 My, what big teeth she has. Slobber webs canines the shade of 
scrimshaw and the size of a man's thumb. This bear galloped for more than 
ten minutes from the pursuing helicopter, her legs pistoning her over ridges 
and up slopes, driving her across the alpine reaches of Admiralty Island.
She did not hide; she ran. Even after Vem leaned through the copter's open 
door and sighted his rifle on her bounding rump, darting her twice with a 
tranquilizer potent enough to down an elephant, she ran and ran until the 
drug slammed into her and she did not get up. I make a promise to myself 
when I see that. I promise never again to fool myself into thinking a human 
can run from a bear.
Because I am in no danger at the moment, my sympathies lie entirely 
with the bear, though as a newspaper reporter writing an article about bear 
research, my job is to take notes, not to sympathize with anybody or 
anything. I understand the scientific rationale that volunteered this bear to 
be chased, prodded, poked, tagged, plucked, measured, and collared with a 
radio transmitter that by a steady beep will describe her movements but 
never convey the true power of her motion. I have no trouble reconciling a 
personal fear of bears with a distant appreciation of them. But I don't tell 
anybody the real reason I asked for this story: so I can touch with my own 
hands what frightens me most.
Vem and his partner, wildlife biologist Kim Titus, are here on this 
early July evening because they need data. It is not enough to know that a 
silver mine on Admiralty Island, or too much clear-cut logging on 
neighboring Chichagof Island, means nothing good for bears. You must say
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it in a tangled dialect of science and bureaucracy, the way Kim says it in his 
cramped office at the Department of Fish and Game: “In theory the model 
will predict the capability of the habitat to support some given population of 
brown bears, or some reduced population of bears, given certain 
developmental impacts.” Out here under the naked sky, in the world of fish 
and game, he says it this way: “We're documenting the demise of the 
bears.”
I have never been this close to a living bear. Her eyes flicker under 
half-closed lids. Does she see me? Does she dream of being scented out by 
strange and roaring creatures? Does her heart lunge in her chest? With each 
shuddering breath, she groans deeply, a sound laced with menace to my ear. 
“Is she snoring or growling?” I ask Vem, hoping my voice reveals nothing 
of the dizzy way blood spins through me. “Probably both,” he says without 
concern. Three times he has killed a charging bear in self-defense. He 
never sets his short-handled rifle with the custom stock out of reach. He is 
not afraid of bears, but he is not stupid.
Neither is Kim Titus. Fresh to Alaska from Maryland, he is a falconer 
and has spent several summers studying merlins in Denali National Park.
He knows wild animals, and he knows science. But he is new to this 
particular project, and his lanky boyishness and his eagerness reinforce the 
quiet authority Vem wields here on this mountaintop.
Vem rearranges the bear, stretching out her legs and tilting her head so 
she can breathe more easily. He estimates her age at about six years old, a 
teenager in bear years, and her weight at about two-hundred-and-eighty
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pounds. “They come a lot bigger than this,” he remarks. “They come a lot 
smaller than this. But she's big enough to kill you.” Perhaps by the way I 
circle the sedated bear, leaning close, but not too close, he senses my 
nervous thrill. “Ever held a bear's leg before?” he asks. I'm not sure if he's 
provoking me or soothing me. He moves to her haunches and shifts a hind 
leg into my hands. I struggle to heft it as he draws blood from the tender 
groin. Each dark hair is ticked with white; skin shines palely through the 
sparse fur.
“Feel how warm her paws are,” Vem says, laying the blood-filled 
syringe in the snow. I press my palm against the leathery pad. The curving 
ebony claws stretch longer than my little finger. Heat radiates into my skin. 
When I was eight, one of the fathers in our neighborhood killed a bear and 
stripped away its hide. His son showed me a naked bear paw that looked 
like a human hand with its bluish veins and knobby fingers. No wonder so 
many people regard the bear as a savage relation. The Inuit thought of bears 
as ancestors. The Lapps called the bear “old man with the fur garment.”
The Finns named him “golden friend.” A Tlingit Indian who encountered a 
brown bear always spoke to it as if it were a person, addressing it in kinship 
terms. If a bear killed a Tlingit, the clan followed the social law of a life for 
a life; the Tlingit’s family sent a hunting party to kill one of the bear’s family, 
Under my hands, this bear is a furnace, burning with life. Vem watches me, 
and when he sees the look on my face, he smiles a little.
When the helicopter lofts itself from the plain, the bear lifts her 
groggy head for a moment and peers after us. She looks clownish with a
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yellow and a white tag punched into each ear and a white leather radio collar 
circling her neck. We have stolen something from her.
In the helicopter, we soar around peaks still dappled with snow, dip 
into valleys, coast over alpine meadows. The evening sun drifts toward the 
horizon, where soon it will snag on the Chilkat Mountains. The slanting rays 
illuminate tufts of grass, beds of heather, purple lupine drooping with tight 
blooms. Beyond Admiralty Island, golden light spills across the rumpled 
waters of Chatham Strait. There is something not quite real, something 
dreamlike, in the way we float through this stained-glass light.
We look for bears. Long ago I learned to look for bears by noting 
their passage along the same routes I walked. The dense pile of shit, 
deposited in the middle of Peterson Lake Trail, the overturned clumps of 
Eagle River tidal marsh where tasty roots grew, or the eye-level scratch 
marks in the bark of a spruce tree near Montana Creek. I learned to look, 
and I learned to sing out to bears, to sing Here I am, here I  am, I'm walking 
through your forest. Tonight, the helicopter signals our presence for us. The 
sign we seek in this fragile light is an explosion of fur and muscle across the 
alpine tundra.
This is the best time of year to search for bears from the air. Already 
this spring they have marched down to the tidelands to break their winter's 
fast with fresh sedges, savory horsetails, the stems of skunk cabbage still 
burrowed into wet, sucking earth. Once the alpine snowpack retreated, the 
bears trekked back to the mountain slopes to feast on another generation of 
greens. They mate here, in the open meadows. Just last week, as Vem and 
Kim collared a bear on Chichagof, a boar and sow delirious with lust
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accidently raced over a ridge directly at the men. In the confusion, as the 
men scrambled for their guns and the bears realized their mistake, no one 
was sure who yelled “Shit!” and who yelled “Shoot!” In the final moments, 
before a reckoning was required, the bears veered away, and everybody was 
happy.
Come mid-summer, the bears of Admiralty will journey yet again to 
the coast to gorge on spawning salmon throwing themselves up streams. For 
dessert, the bears nibble blueberries growing in avalanche chutes, and then 
they return upcountry to den. A few bears never leave these elevations; they 
forego the meaty salmon and don't know what they're missing.
Admiralty Island is the Manhattan of bears. An average of one brown 
bear occupies each of the island’s seventeen-hundred square miles. In 
Interior Alaska, where people call brown bears “grizzlies,” though they are 
all of the same tribe, you will find an average of but a single bear in every 
fifteen square miles or so. There are more bears on this island than in the 
entire continental United States. The Tlingit Indians call Admiralty by the 
name “Kootznawoo,” which means “Fortress of the Bears.”
But Admiralty is not a haven, just a holdout. Trophy hunting, clear- 
cut logging, and the constant press of civilization threaten bears even here. 
You can kill bears quickly, by shooting them, or slowly, by moving in with 
them. When the American West was bored through by railroads and pocked 
with towns, it took just fifty years to eliminate nearly all grizzly bears in 
those parts. Today, people fight with each other in places like Idaho over 
whether bears should or should not be reintroduced to their former haunts, 
but I see little point in planting bears where they are not wanted. People will
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insist on seeing bears always as prey or predator. Life for a bear is more 
complex than that.
Hying high, swooping low, we spot several bears rummaging around 
the valleys and crowns of Mansfield Peninsula at the northern crook of 
Admiralty Island. Some escape with little more than a fright, for Kim and 
Vem seek females, especially sows with cubs. They want to know if Greens 
Creek Silver Mine pushes bear families into new ranges, rather like city 
families abandoning the neighborhood to a freeway. If the bears do strike 
out for more peaceful territory, who will they elbow out of the way? Or will 
they simply birth fewer young?
Near the head of Greens Creek valley, the helicopter chases a three- 
year-old recently booted out on his own by his momma. The bear scrabbles 
up a slope and skids down the other side. He rams into a wall of ice and 
snow and caroms off, regaining his feet to race away again. I suck in my 
breath, and Kim, noticing, says, “They're tough animals.” The bear tears up 
a slope, and the pilot swings the copter around a rocky spur and along the 
ridge to meet the bear, who skids to a stop almost comically and reels 
around. Vem has already targeted it; he shoots and says calmly, “Dart's in.” 
A minute later the bear sits down, seemingly perplexed, and falls over into 
the scree.
After we land, Vem prods the bear with his rifle barrel to make sure 
it's out. “Beautiful coat,” Kim says, admiring the golden fur. The 
researchers quickly complete their routine, though they decide not to collar 
this young male. By now, Vem has tagged nearly two hundred brown bears 
on Southeast's islands, so he is efficient and smooth at this work. Kim uses
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a wicked-looking punch to tattoo a number into its black lip, and he smears 
the marks with indelible, fluorescent green dye. It is a curious sort of ritual, 
echoing the way Tlingit hunters marked bear skins with red ochre. If a 
modem hunter kills this blond bear in Gambier Bay, or at Oliver Inlet, or 
along the shores of Barlow Cove, the Department of Fish and Game will 
note the bear's fate in its big book of numbers.
It does not really bother Vem and Kim to think a hunter may kill the 
bears they mark. Theoretically, hunting regulations can always be changed 
to protect bear populations, although hunters and biologists will argue for 
hours about how to define a healthy bear population. But much has changed 
since 1950, when Alaska magazine reported that a Juneau federal judge had 
recently returned from a hunt with the cream-colored pelt of his 129th bear.
What angers the biologists most is clear-cut logging, especially in 
places like northeast Chichagof Island, where large tracts of old-growth 
timber are systematically shaved from Tongass National Forest and private 
lands for Southeast Alaska's two pulp companies. Bears rely on all kinds of 
terrain in their wandering lives, but a clearcut is not one of them. The 
problem is not only that logging squeezes bears into shrinking habitats. 
Logging roads lead hunters easily into the dense forests; garbage dumps lure 
bears into villages and logging camps where they are sometimes shot for 
their bad habits.
Officially, most of Admiralty is considered a national wilderness area, 
as if words were ever enough to create such a thing. But even here, bear 
hunting is legal on most of the island. Native corporations log their private 
lands as any other business would. Greens Creek mine, though praised by
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environmentalists for its sensitivity, nevertheless has claimed a valley with a 
salmon stream and watershed. “The frontier is ending,” Kim says. And Vem 
adds bitterly, “It stopped when they built the pipeline. We're not making 
brown bear habitat anymore. I don't know of any place where we're making 
it.”
We descend into a wide bowl gemmed by a lake of melted snow. Six 
black-tailed deer, dainty as fairies, graze in a line along the ridge. Two bears 
shamble through this basin, one breaking into a half-hearted trot around the 
lake when it hears the helicopter whining. Vem darts the other bear, the 
larger of the two, thinking it a female. When it shows no sign of slowing, 
Vem aims through the open helicopter door and shoots it again with a 
particularly effective drug called M-99. One drop will kill a human, but it 
takes several cc's to down a bear.
With the tufted darts dangling from its hindquarters, the bear starts up 
a bluff knitted with twisted spruce and blueberry bushes. “All I can say is, 
you guys are going to have fun in here,” the pilot says over the intercom. 
“Yeah, it'll be great,” Kim replies, peering out the window. “She can roll a 
long way in here.” He's worried that the bear will pass out and fall before it 
reaches the top. The helicopter rises about twenty feet from the bluff as the 
bear steadily climbs, its passage revealed only by trembling brush. Suddenly 
the animal lunges from an opening below the helicopter and swipes at the 
skids, so close that the pilot jerks the craft away to avoid the bear's reach. 
“Did you see that!” Kim exclaims, and we all look at each other, laughing 
nervously. But, really, it seems only slightly amusing to reflect that if
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rescuers were to find our crumpled helicopter at the bluffs foot, they would 
never know a bear had clawed it from the sky.
The bear does indeed fall senseless ten feet below the cliff-top, but the 
brush holds it fast. The pilot lands the copter on the plateau so Kim and 
Vem can hoist rifles and a cargo net over their shoulders and scramble down 
to the animal. The pilot maneuvers a hook over the net and hauls the limp 
bear out. A scale on the net weighs the animal at four-hundred-and-eighty 
pounds.
It turns out to be a male, but Kim and Vem work him over anyway. 
Kim straddles the boar with his long legs, then lies with his face buried in 
fur as he stretches a measuring tape around its girth and I resist making bear- 
hug jokes. A hunter sizing up the pelt would call this an eight-foot bear. 
Vem estimates it at about thirteen years old. A brown bear can live twenty 
years or more in the wild, if it avoids disease, starvation, bigger bears, men 
with guns, and unexpected tumbles down cliffs.
Vem asks me to hold the bear's head while he uses pliers to yank a 
small tooth premolar that will reveal the bear's age as surely as my driver's 
license reports mine. I grasp the rounded ears and pull, straining to lift the 
massive skull and to ignore the half-open, reddened eyes. The long snout is 
scarred, gnarly with ridges and bumps. “Love bites,” Vem calls them. You 
hear that bears smell terrible—people who have survived maulings remark 
on the awful stench—but this early in the season, these bears smell clean, 
like dogs.
When Vem finishes, I lower the bear's head and then sit close, 
stroking the muzzle, admiring the nearness and smallness of my hand next
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to the range of yellowed teeth. It is these teeth I dream about, when I dream 
about bears. Teeth, and blood. Some part of me connects the dreams to the 
dark passage from childhood to adulthood, through rites of blood and sex 
and love and loss, beyond that youthful time when we're attracted to dying 
because we don't believe in death. When I was a teen-ager, I found both 
independence and discovery outdoors, in the places where my friends and I 
hiked and camped. It was a way to escape adult scrutiny, to go where we 
wanted to go. It was how we stretched our new bodies as we walked and 
walked among enormous Sitka spruce and hemlock trees or scouted along 
the high-tide line of rocky beaches for the proper place to build fires and 
make camp.
There always came a time of night when we told bear stories to scare 
ourselves, and then we told sex stories, to scare ourselves. I was always the 
first to hear the bear's hoarse breath, to smell the rank presence, to imagine 
what waited in the dark. I was the one who worried that bears could smell 
us bleeding as only women bleed. I was the one who lay awake all night 
trembling, trying not to breathe, waiting to be rended, waiting to surrender.
I pass my hand over the bear's head, across thick, coarse hair. I can’t 
help myself; I ask if a sedated bear has ever suddenly come to life. Vem 
tells about the time a biologist was nearly unmanned when a bear abruptly 
swung its head around and snapped. Everybody laughs, even me.
I smooth the black pelt, then ruffle it again. I'm taking liberties I 
haven't earned. I know that. Near the shoulder rests a tiny feather, creamy 
with tan stripes--from a grouse, I suppose. I lift it with my little finger and 
poke it into the watch pocket of my jeans.
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As Vem and Kim finish collaring the boar, they notice a trio of bears 
rambling across a slope on the opposite curve of the basin. Through 
binoculars Vem sees a sow trailed by two tiny cubs—“cubs of the year,” 
they're called. This is just the sort of family the researchers covet most for 
their mine study. Vem decides not to administer the antidote that would 
bring the drugged boar to its feet in minutes. The male is probably loitering 
in the basin with the darkest of intentions. Male bears are cannibalistic and 
will eat cubs, a fine reason for mothers to be so fierce. We leave the boar 
slumbering on the tundra and climb into the helicopter to hop across the 
valley.
As the copter begins tracking the sow, the cubs stmggle to keep up, 
tumbling and falling, tripping over themselves. The mother slows to wait 
for them, then bursts into a gallop again. The cubs chum their short legs as 
fast as they can, but not fast enough. I clench my teeth together when I see 
the way they glance blindly at the sky, not sure what they're running from. 
We circle, looping, twisting, hovering overhead. The bears slide down a 
gully. Vem hangs out the door, hair blowing wildly, takes aim, darts the 
mother in the rump. In a few minutes, as she begins mounting a rocky 
chute, she sags and then falls, hind legs splayed behind her.
The helicopter lands behind a ridge, and we creep over to the bears, 
whispering so we don’t frighten the young. The cubs cling to their mother 
and watch our approach; only as we draw close do they retreat, turning back 
to look at us every few steps. They bawl in a curious, wrenching croak. A 
hundred feet away they clamber onto a rocky shelf and peer over the edge at 
us, and I try not to stare too hard back at them.
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The men work quickly so the cubs do not wander off. Vem has a hard 
time finding a blood vein on the inside of the sow's hind leg, so when he 
does feel it, he asks me to mark the pulse with my finger while he readies the 
needle. Her blood surges in hesitant throbs against my skin. I think of the 
bear in her winter den, this faint beat offering comfort to the cubs while 
they, still barely formed, burrowed against her fur. Aristotle believed the 
mother bear licked her cubs into being, shaped them for the world.
The clean air chills. It's nearly 10 p.m., and the sun fades in a 
painterly way, coloring the sky in shades of salmon. The nearness of the 
honey-colored bear, the occasional squall of her cubs, the panorama that 
draws my eye beyond this green basin, across the straits—I try to saturate 
my memory with these details. A sense of beauty and loss pierces me as I 
struggle to tell myself something important, something lasting about this 
night, about how I have glimpsed the way bears live here, high above the 
world, and yet not nearly far enough away from roads, chainsaws, guns, 
helicopters. If this mountain top is wilderness, then it is wilderness that mbs 
so close to civilization that I can feel it fraying beneath my feet.
It is one of the oldest stories in the world, how the woman married the 
bear, and gave him half-human, half-bear young. In the Haida version, her 
brothers killed her bear lover, of course, but the offspring lived to teach the 
people, to help them hunt, before returning to the bear world. It's been said 
that we kill what we both revere and dread. That is what myths do, turn 
something greater than ourselves into something human. I'm doing it right 
now.
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It's a hard thing to know, that our weakness is that we hate what is 
stronger than we. And yet, without bears roaming through forests, climbing 
down from mountains, frightening us, what will we respect on this earth? 
What is left to remind us that while we stand in a world shadowed by myth, 
wilderness, death, we cannot master it, nor can we deny it?
When Vem finishes collaring the bear, he injects her with an antidote 
so she will rouse quickly and gather her cubs. He stands for a moment, 
looking down at the sow. She should be stirring. Kim gestures to me, and 
we pick our way back to the helicopter. I look back just once, to fix the still 
bear and those cubs in my mind. A few minutes later, Vem climbs into his 
seat. He doesn't say anything. I want to ask him about the bear, but I'm afraid 
to know. Sometimes, not often, but sometimes, things go wrong.
Sometimes the drugs kill them, or hypothermia, or other bears. I'm afraid to 
know what could happen to the sow and.her cubs. This is my weakness, that 
I'm afraid to know.
Sky translates itself into night as we fly homeward, across the peaks. 
We land on a mountain slope to recover the passenger door removed earlier 
so Vem could lean into the wind and track bears. Kim leads me to a nearby 
ridge and pauses at the edge of a trail. After a moment, I see what he wants 
me to see. Deep into the tundra, hollows dimple the path where, for 
centuries, bears have placed their feet in the same spot with every step.
They wear their passage into the earth as they come down from the 
mountains and then return, season after season. I realize that there's another 
way to see bears—that a bear has nothing to do with us at all, that it lives
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wholly for itself and its kind, without any obligation to teach us a thing. The 
trail rises from the valley and disappears into dusk above us, and I feel no 
urge to step onto that trail myself.
When we return to the helicopter for the last short hop to Juneau, Kim 
and I look across Mansfield Peninsula, the only part of Admiralty not set 
aside as official wilderness. “This is beautiful, isn’t it?” Kim says, almost 
helplessly. A moment later, he adds, “This is all scheduled for timber 
harvest.” He starts to say something else, but he stops. Some things words 
can't do.
At home, in the dark, I hold my hands to my face. The smell of bear 
clings to me, not a stench, but a wild, pungent scent that I breathe again and 
again, as if I could draw it into myself. Perhaps those who are half-human, 
half-bear, smell like this. Perhaps they look like everybody else, but they 
are cloaked by a feral spirit. Perhaps they see things they don't say.
The scent evaporates by morning. The scrap of feather I robbed from 
the bear's pelt disappears from my pocket. Anyway, it was so small. What 
remains is this: I still dream of bears, but in the dreams I watch. I don’t run. 
I don't speak. The bears watch me, silent, waiting. I am not afraid of bears, 
I tell myself. I am not afraid.
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The Way W inter Comes
The wind blows from the northeast across the Arctic Ocean, exhaling 
the ache of winter into my nose and throat. Waves heave along the stony 
beach that fronts Barrow as I scan the horizon for signs of pack ice. A milky 
nimbus brightens the margin between ocean and sky, and I say to myself, 
“Ice blink,” a newfound term I learned from reading the Illustrated Glossary 
of Snow and Ice in the university library in Fairbanks. Ice blink means the 
white glare of ice reflecting on clouds. Surely there's an Inupiat word for 
this effect, but I'm from Fairbanks and a stranger in the high Arctic. I 
memorized other terms from the book, more for their poetry than their 
science: frost smoke, frazil ice, water sky. I studied the black-and-white 
photographs of snow and ice, down there among the book stacks. But none 
of it seems to have anything to do with this thin wind breathing from an 
unfamiliar quarter. Tugging the flaps of my muskrat hat over my ears, I turn 
against the wind. It's mid-September and the first day of winter in Barrow.
I don't like to be cold.
The blunt edge of Alaska slopes above me. Where the thirty-foot 
bluff rises from the beach, great hunks of earth have slumped and toppled 
into mounds of now-frozen soil. This is the turbulent rim of the North 
American slab, the place where the continent sloughs away into the Arctic 
Ocean. On maps the boundary between land and sea forms a crisp and static 
line, not this membranous, shifting negotiation between elemental forces. In 
my mental geography, I mark this spot on the beach, “You are here.” Below 
the X the continent flares and swells and finally stretches tight against the
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globe’s belly. Somewhere above the X drifts the blank northern cipher of ice 
and magnetism and mystery.
Unsure whether I'm treading on the archaeological dig I have come to 
see, I step carefully into the tracks of other shoes as I climb a heap of soil 
for a better look. On the bluffs brow, just below the browning tundra, pink 
surveyor's tape flutters in the wind. Now I can see where, six weeks ago, 
archaeologists scraped away three feet of melting black soil and peat reeking 
sweetly of spilled seal oil.
The site lies on the periphery of Barrow, an Inupiat Eskimo town of 
about four thousand. I walked here from the Arctic Hotel, two blocks south 
of the beach. Stevenson Street runs just beyond the diggings; small frame 
houses line the bluffs edge. The junk of ages scatters about my feet, 
discards of Barrow societies past and present: a Pepsi case, cartoon-colored 
pull-tabs, a twisted bicycle wheel, the vaulted skull of a bowhead whale. I 
pick up a spoked whale vertebrae steeped in the soil's organic juices until it 
turned ale-brown. I examine random sticks for signs of antiquity, wonder if 
a mud-covered object is the sole of an abandoned tennis shoe or an ancient 
hide slipper. Only the passage of time distinguishes artifact from litter.
Four little Inupiat girls romp down the beach, playing in the 
cellophane radiance of the afternoon Arctic sun. “What are you doing?” one 
of them calls out, skipping up the mound. They are all about six or eight. 
The wind frisks black hair about their faces. “Just looking,” I say.
Then I ask, “Did they find something here?” even though I already 
know the answer. “They say an old lady's body was found over there," one 
of them says, gesturing toward the bluff. “We live up there,” says another
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importantly, pointing to a neat green house perilously close to the bluffs 
crumbling brink. “Let’s go ice skating instead of climbing,” one of the girls 
says, and they pick their way along the slope to find a puddle of ice. I 
wonder if I should say something; this is an archaeological site, after all, but 
they live here, and I don’t. “Look what Aggie found!” one of the girls 
shrieks, and they all bend over and scuff at something in the mud. “Hair 
from that woman!” But it isn't really, and they know it. They keep climbing 
and disappear over the top.
It was not an old woman who emerged here, but a young girl aged 
about five or six, already reburied elsewhere by the time I arrive. In late 
July, heavy rains softened the bluff until huge chunks slid away from the 
continent. A passerby spotted a roundish thing jutting from the exposed 
slope, and something about it made him think of human heads. This was not 
the first time one of the people who used to live here squeezed out of the 
earth. Archaeologists excavating the abandoned village of Point Franklin 
down the coast came to Barrow to perform a sort of scientific triage, 
extracting the girl’s body before it thawed and exploring the house site 
before it collapsed further. Now I scratch and poke around their work, 
hoping to learn something about the girl and the excavation. I want to know 
other things, too, things about the Arctic, and the way winter comes to us all.
The sea ice arrived a week ago, a cold chowder of slush and chunks 
that carried the season's first polar bear onto land. I read in the paper how 
townspeople drove the bear away with rubber bullets, and how the ice 
retreated after a few days when the wind shifted. Soon it will return, 
thickening and gobbing and finally solidifying into a thick white pane
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bridging the ocean. Then the people will venture onto the ice to hunt seals, 
and polar bears will trek into town to hunt garbage and sometimes the 
people.
Already I've seen one way winter comes. This morning, a skein of ice 
skimmed the surface of lagoons that yesterday flowed free. All through the 
day, as I walked through town with head bowed against a blunt, fitful wind, I 
noticed the way ice coagulates into frozen sludge. From the glossary, I think 
it is called “grease ice.” It seizes the shore and ripples outward, like an oil 
slick.
The cold seizes something in me, too. I think about my small house 
in Fairbanks and all the things I still need to do before snow shrouds the 
surrounding forest: insulate the door, buy straw for the dogs' houses, make a 
quilted cover for the upstairs bedroom window. Across Interior Alaska, 
birch- and aspen-covered hills flare into gold, and it was not easy to abandon 
the season’s last mild days to travel north toward winter. My right index 
finger, the one I frostnipped years ago, feels numb. Inside my wool gloves I 
curl my fingers against my palm to warm them. Once winter grabs hold to 
part of you, it owns it for good.
Still standing on the mound, I turn back to the sea, hoping a little 
elevation will reveal more of the horizon and the white shimmer of pack ice 
I saw from the jet when I arrived. Long ago this bluff rolled in a gentle 
slope toward a shore that met the Arctic Ocean hundreds of yards north of 
here. From the hill people looked across the water for bowhead whales and 
ice and whatever else the ocean brought. Once people celebrated whale kills
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here during nalukataq, a festival of sharing and thanksgiving that continues 
as joyfully as ever on a different beach.
But the sea tears away great fleshy pieces of land along this reach. In 
recent years, violent storms have thrashed their way across the shallow 
coastal sea and beat against the bluffs, smashing them down and threatening 
buildings. Just a few hundred yards to the west, workers cracked a two-story 
building from its foundation last spring and carted it across the ice to another 
part of town before the ocean could take it. Souvenir hunters, 
archaeologists, the ocean, and the ground's restless movement have 
collaborated to expose and sometimes carry off ancient sod houses, artifacts, 
and the occasional body.
Archaeologists teased the girl's body from the frozen soil with streams 
of water trickled from the town's fire truck. She emerged curled within a 
lens of ice and wrapped in a birdskin parka. A baleen sled and a kayak skin 
lay on top of her. She died hungry; the autopsy found gravel and twigs in 
her upper intestine. Somebody laid her in the sod house's meat cellar, a 
puzzling act because the Inupiat people traditionally carried their dead out 
onto the tundra and left them on wood platforms under the sky. Perhaps her 
family left her in the cellar because they had neither the strength nor will to 
carry her outside. No one can say.
The area where the girl appeared is known as Utqiagvik, a settlement 
that predates by at least several centuries the modem Inupiat village of 
Barrow. From the new second story of Arctic Pizza, I look across part of 
Utqiagvik as it stretches along the bluffs edge. Old whale bones pierce the 
ruddy tundra where people once dug into the frozen earth and ribbed their
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partially submerged sod houses with bones and driftwood, and after the 
Yankee whalers came, with planks from shipwrecks.
Walking over this rumpled ground, I admire the way Inupiats lived 
here using only what the earth and ocean gave them, yet never hesitated to 
adopt whatever technology served them. All of Inupiat culture, borrowed 
and invented, jumbles in the hard soil of Utqiagvik. But even today, 
tempered by je t service, grocery stores, natural gas, water and sewer lines, 
insulation, oil money, and other amenities, life in Barrow seems difficult to 
me. A person who lives here contentedly must be at ease in a world planed 
by land, sea, and sky, where the perpetual daylight of spring and summer 
drains as swiftly as the thousands of birds that pour overhead when the north 
tilts toward winter.
I wonder what people here know that I don't. I grew up in Juneau, on 
the southeast coast, where winter stages a wet and blustery melodrama.
After ten abrasive winters in Fairbanks, one hundred and fifty miles or so 
below the Arctic Circle, the dry cold still scrapes against me. When fall 
equinox tips us into a deep well of darkness and cold, I count to myself the 
months of hard winter: October, November, December, January, February, 
March. Then I recount them, thinking how half my life is winter.
Only a trembling rind of flesh separates us from the dark embrace of 
cold. Winter reminds me every moment how weak is the flesh that rides our 
bones, how quickly fervent blood retreats from limbs and puddles deep 
inside, trying to delay the chill that reaches steadily toward the heart. The 
body becomes a frail vessel of heat that must be shielded in a soft armor of 
down and wool and fur. It is a cruel science, learning how to dress properly
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so that sweat will not freeze me in my own damp salt, so cold will not steal 
fingers or toes or ears, searing them into a white deadness that will blister 
and blacken and swell.' A delicate balance is required. The coldest I’ve ever 
been was in Barrow several years ago as I stood on the pack ice for a few 
hours, watching efforts to rescue three trapped gray whales. The cold slowly 
percolated from the ice through my boots into my feet, until the sensation of 
rising numbness twisted my stomach with nausea. When I finally thawed 
out, I nearly wept from pain as the cold relinquished me. That same day, 
another woman out on the ice fainted from overheating; she had swaddled 
herself too tightly and thickly.
Winter weights the year so heavily that it nearly develops a 
personality. Every summer seems akin in its radiance of heat, green, and 
light, but winters I recall individually. The winter a Siberian cold front 
mired us for two weeks in temperatures of minus fifty and sixty degrees.
The winter a foot of wet snow dropped in September, bending and freezing 
the slim birches into permanent arcs. The bloody winter the moose escaped 
snowdrifts by walking the railroad line. Summer carries you away, but 
winter inhabits you.
Somehow the landscape abides within the terms of this perpetual 
imbalance, in which heat always yields to cold. Under the spongy tundra 
lies a mantle of permafrost, the name given to permanently frozen ground. 
The top layer freezes and thaws each summer, but permafrost remains ever 
solid. At Barrow, the ground may thaw only five or ten inches deep in the 
summer; in some places permafrost delves as much as twelve-hundred feet 
below the surface. South of the mountains, pockets and ribbons of
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permafrost course beneath much of Alaska's bulk, but north of the Brooks 
Range, permafrost sheaths the landscape, extending below lakes, under 
rivers, even beneath the Arctic Ocean.
Permafrost contours the land. Water cannot permeate it; it pools 
against the frozen layer, wicking back through the vegetation to create bogs. 
The ground does not freeze uniformly, either. Frozen particles saturate some 
regions that scientists call “ice rich.” Elsewhere vein ice pierces the ground 
in runnels and splinters. As frozen ground contracts, it cracks the earth. 
Meltwater fills the seams in the short warm season and then refreezes, 
spawning ice wedges that swell and jostle underground like uneasy molars. 
Just as sea ice demands its own nomenclature, an entire vocabulary exists to 
describe the way permafrost agitates the landscape: ice lens, frost shatter, 
pond ice, aufeis, pingo.
Permafrost does not bear insult well. Scratch through the delicate 
protective layer of vegetation, and the exposed ground melts and sinks, 
leaving gutters of mud. If the archaeologists had not carved the frozen girl 
from that bluff, the melting permafrost eventually would have eased her out, 
coated in stinking muck. Drive an all-terrain vehicle or a tractor across the 
tundra, and the scars remain for good. It is the old enemy, winter, that best 
shields the land from damage, and it is permafrost that preserves ancient 
treasures.
But everywhere permafrost troubles the living and the dead. In 
Fairbanks, people choose carefully where they build homes. Erect a house 
on land that harbors an ice lens, and years later, when the building’s reflected 
warmth raises the ground's temperature, the land will heave and buckle and
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shift, and so will the house. I once lived near an abandoned suburban home 
twisted and jarred by permafrost into some cubist fantasy. I always wanted 
to sneak into the house and brace myself against the tilt and jangle of 
geometry gone bad. Eventually the empty house became a research site.
For many summers, until the property owners razed the building for fear 
trespassers would injure themselves, tour buses daily hauled visitors past the 
house so they could snap photos of something you don't see every day. The 
house served as a reminder that frozen earth will have its way.
The old prospectors knew what permafrost could do, and it's said that 
many didn't care to be buried in the north, where their coffins might lunge 
from the ground. Today Fairbanks inters its dead on birch-covered hills, 
where permafrost is less likely to exist. Still, it’s impossible to bury the 
winter's deceased until spring when the ground thaws enough. Once I heard 
of a village that each fall counted those likely to die over the season; then 
they dug an approximate number of graves, so as to be prepared. Sometimes 
I feel the waves of frigid air cascading off the windows surrounding our bed, 
and I shiver thinking of the way cold must radiate through the earth. Each 
January, when winter air becomes something fluid that pools against the 
landscape, I remember to tell my husband I wish to be cremated when I die.
In Barrow, where the ground is always frozen just beneath the surface, 
people use mechanical equipment to auger graves, to scrape some room in 
the earth for the departed. Probably they'll remain in their deep hollows, but 
those old ones laid out on the tundra occasionally return. Some bodies 
eventually merged into the shallow organic layer that freezes and remelts 
each season, and the earth thrusts their bones back into the open air. When
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people from Barrow find exposed ancestors, they tell local authorities, who 
consult with the elders. “Give them a Christian burial,” the elders advise, 
for Western religion is one of those innovations many Inupiat have accepted, 
and the skeletons are reburied with benedictions from the modem world. It 
seems a shame somehow to return them to the very earth they eluded, but it 
disturbs those of us still walking about on the surface, still tracking the sun's 
comings and goings, to stumble over bones.
So it is with the little girl, whose dark passage through the centuries 
was interrupted when the land mbbed away and freed her. Once the 
archaeologists probably would have shipped her off to the catacombs of 
some university or museum, but these days Barrow's Inupiat elders have a 
say in what happens to their people. Eskimos are no longer considered 
artifacts, no matter how old or dead they are, and the elders decided the little 
girl should be reburied in a simple Christian ceremony. Still wearing her 
feather parka, she was placed into a small casket and given back to the earth 
that yielded her.
One afternoon during my brief stay in Barrow, I visit her second grave 
at the new cemetery out on Freshwater Lakes Road. I ride to the cemetery 
on a school bus with a class of third-graders from Ipalook Elementary. In 
school they've been learning about the little frozen girl, whom they named 
Agnaiyaaq, meaning Young Girl. I watched them spend the morning 
“excavating” tools of their own creation from boxes filled with sand. From 
pastel clays they fashioned things their grandparents and great-grandparents 
once used: harpoon heads, seal oil lamps, needle cases, labrets to decorate 
lips, bolas to knock birds from the sky. Even though the children already
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know what they made and buried, it thrills them to retrieve their belongings 
from the sand, to mimic swinging the bolas over their heads or piercing a 
bowhead with pale blue harpoon heads.
While the children busied themselves, I studied a display they’ve 
crafted titled “Our Ancestors.” Dewey Hoffman wrote that his mother is 
from Ruby, an Athabascan village on the Yukon, where her family has 
worked at the Big Eddy fish camp for one-hundred-and-sixty years. “My 
dad is a cowboy,” Dewey said. “My dad's family has had the ranch for over 
200 years. I am half Indian and half cowboy.” Lillian Maupin's great-great- 
grandmother Miriam was a hunter who had braided hair and a tattooed chin. 
Both of Nayuk Leavitt’s great-grandfathers were whaling captains. One also 
delivered U.S. mail along the coast with a dog sled; the other was a reindeer 
herder and great hunter. Matthew Mercier's great-great-great grandfather 
came to Barrow on a whaling ship around 1895, and married an Eskimo girl 
name Iggilasuk. Shamans, magicians, ivory carvers, carpenters; immigrants 
from China, the Phillipines, Italy, California—all their blood stirs here, in 
this brightly lit classroom on the edge of the Arctic Ocean.
The children themselves were too shy to talk with me. Finally, a 
young white girl named Ashley marched up and presented me with a 
brightly crayoned illustration of a tennis shoe. A few moments later, Jerry, 
his dark eyes looking down, hands me a drawing of himself riding his 
orange snowmachine across the tundra. Everything is white except Jerry on 
his snowmachine, flying along that glowing margin between the sky and 
earth.
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At the cemetery, the kids climb off the bus carrying bright paper 
flowers, also handmade, to leave at the girl's grave, a lumpy pile of turned- 
over frozen dirt so humble that the children and grown-ups occasionally 
forget you shouldn't walk where people are buried. The teacher coached the 
students about proper graveside behavior and encouraged them to think a 
“special thought” while standing at the burial site. But most of the children 
are more interested in frozen water than frozen girls. They slide gleefully 
across ice puddles, skitter across the tundra, and shout into the sullen sky. 
Three months have passed since the last time they played on snow and ice, 
and while I think, “Winter so soon?” they think “Winter at last!”
The girl's grave huddles next to the remains of a previously 
resurrected group of prehistoric bodies from Utqiagvik that everyone calls 
the frozen family. “Now they're really frozen,” jokes an oral historian who 
works for the North Slope Borough's Inupiat History, Language and Culture 
Commission. She props up a tall, blank wooden plank, rounded at the top, 
that will serve as a grave marker; later, a bronze plaque will memorialize the 
girl's return to living memory. The woman shivers in her wolf-trimmed 
parka and stamps her feet on the hard ground. I'm cold, too; I watch the kids 
and think longingly of my good down parka left behind in Fairbanks.
The way these children love winter makes me consider my own 
struggle to embrace it. Lately I've been thinking about what winter requires 
of us. I long for reconciliation because I will spend the rest of my life in the 
north, never far from winter. This means relaxing into the land and the 
weather, recognizing that blind resistance to the way things work can only 
lead to the same jumbled dissonance that twisted the permafrost house in
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Fairbanks. Winter's beauty is not hard to locate in the rosy dream of mid­
day light, in the brilliant swell and fall of the aurora, in the comfort of 
downy snow falling through the trees at night. But there is some deeper 
feeling in the way the constancy of winter presses against me, turning flesh 
into a membrane that allows cold to permeate, connecting me more 
intimately and uneasily to the outside world than any other sensation.
Winter clothes me in awareness, so I can admit that by allowing the cold and 
dark to seep into me just so far, far enough that my own heat and desire for 
life will cause me pain, I find a fierce joy. Perhaps surviving winter 
demands yielding some part of myself.
The girl's grave faces south, across the Arctic Coastal Plain where 
countless lakes and ponds freeze even now, where frost stiffens russet 
grasses, reindeer moss, and sedges. Fine snow powders the ground, hardly 
enough to bear a footprint. The wind scours us. Six gigantic satellite dishes 
poise across the road, listening for electronic messages whispering over the 
horizon. Around us, headstones mark a few gravesites, wooden crosses the 
others. Artificial wreaths and bouquets heap the graves and quiver in the 
wind, the harsh blues and reds and yellows no colors ever bome by the fine 
plants woven tightly into the matted tundra. The Alaska Commercial Co. of 
Barrow sells the wreaths upstairs in the housewares department. The plots 
lie in no particular arrangement; the streets and lots of Barrow do not adhere 
to any noticeable sort of zoning, so it seems unfair to expect order from the 
dead. I like the random way graves also scatter between the streets and 
houses of Barrow, implying a companionableness among the living and not- 
living.
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A few students, helped by a father, dig and scratch at the earth so they 
can erect the grave marker. A local video crew tapes the scene. Out on the 
tundra, other children spin and slide and swoop like little birds. The teacher 
asks for a few special thoughts from those gathered. “Thank you for 
showing us your body,” one boy offers. “We're sorry you died,” another 
suggests.
I stand there wishing I had seen the girl's body. I wanted to see how 
in death she curled back into the shape she assumed in the womb. I wanted 
to see the way cold earth can hold and release us, perhaps more tenderly than 
life itself does. I suppose I wanted to see what awaits me in the future as 
much as I long to understand her past.
But whether seeing her could tell me these things, I can't say. There's 
so much I don't know about the Arctic, about Alaska, so much I'll never 
know. In every direction I turn on the tundra, the compass needle bobbles 
and jitters, pointing only to uncertainty. I yeam for ways to bind myself to 
the landscape, to press closer to some essential mystery I can't even 
articulate. Meanings arrive the way ice does, forming silently, congealing 
and crystallizing almost beyond vision until suddenly the surface shimmers 
and I need new words to describe what I'm seeing. Ice blink. Shuga. Brash 
ice. Icebound.
If there are answers, they lie somewhere in the living margin between 
ice and blood, between permafrost and sky. Sooner or later, flesh and land 
become the same. What we bury, the earth gives back. What we hide, the 
ocean finds. What time takes, it returns. I learned one thing in Barrow: 
People can be bom again and again, emerging from the earth covered in rich
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and stinking muck, here where the land ripples and convulses with ice and 
bone and flesh, where winter lies always just beneath the surface.
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Circumnavigation
We are sitting in the Breakwater Bar, the sailors and I, planning the 
upcoming race around Admiralty Island. Today we drilled ourselves hard 
during sprint races up and down Gastineau Channel, shaking down Lyric 
and ourselves. We jibed and tacked, raised sails and lowered them, flung 
ourselves from port to starboard.
I am not a sailor. I am a reporter, an observer, an initiate. I am 
supercargo, along for the ride. The sailors have promised to teach me 
something about sailing, and I have promised not to fall overboard. My 
mind still fumbles with the purer science of sailing, with the idea that sails 
sculpt wind to draw power. Every time the sailors speak of aerodynamic 
force, hull resistance, drag ratios, and thrust, I nod, but I hear only math not 
magic.
Now my arms ache as if I had been hoisting bags of cement. Broken 
blisters ooze on my palms. I wash the taste of brine from my lips with ale, 
recalling the way Lyric coursed around the stodgy tugboats, nipped under 
the towering bow of an anchored ocean liner.
For the article, and for myself, I ask the sailors casually, “Why race 
around Admiralty Island?” It is something they do every summer solstice, 
launching themselves on a two-hundred-and-ten-mile circumnavigation 
around the huge island and back to Juneau. They sail night and day, pausing 
only for an overnight stop at Baranof Warm Springs. For a week they run 
away to sea, deserting families, jobs, identities.
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In the intimate manner of the mildly intoxicated, one of the sailors 
leans against me and says the race illustrates the three essential conflicts she 
learned about in high school literature. She ticks them off against her 
fingers: Man against man. Man against nature. Man against self.
Bullshit, says her fellow sailor, the one drinking Jack Daniels—it's all 
about terror and ecstasy. That seems right. We all raise our glasses to terror 
and ecstasy.
On the morning of the race, I lug my waterproof duffel down the 
causeway of Harris Harbor. Swaddled in fog and drizzle, the world has 
dissolved around the edges. The town of Juneau glistens and pulses like a 
mirage, houses and buildings fading in and out. Douglas Island appears to 
be drifting away from the mainland. Nothing resembles the certain lines of 
charts and maps I studied the night before, hoping to memorize the outlines 
of the place we're sailing into.
From childhood on, I have explored local waters in all manner of 
vessels—as large and utilitarian as the state ferries, as small as my thirteen- 
foot skiff. On the water, I always move slowly and gently, as if in the 
company of a wild animal whose attention I don't wish to attract. They are 
the best days, those spent fishing for ocean-bright salmon coursing at 
unknown depths, or searching for whales near Shelter Island, or visiting 
uninhabited islands no larger than a high school gymnasium. Marine charts 
flag known dangers—lurking reefs, the thrust of rocks, unexpected shoals. 
But what I worry about is not marked on any chart I have ever seen. No 
navigational symbols warn of the absolute and utter way the sea can claim
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you, the complete indifference of its force. Even in the finest weather, I 
never forget how quickly it can change—how fast wind can rise, how 
steadily waves can beat themselves higher and higher until, suddenly, 
returning to shore becomes not a matter of will but of absolute attention.
And luck. Luck never hurts.
I descend the slippery gangway carefully, leaning back against the 
steep cant. The tide is out. Boats of all character nudge the creaking docks 
like restless horses in a stable. Ravens hunch in the mist, one to a piling. In 
this unpromising dawn, I am reluctant to abandon land's sweet and certain 
hold, so it is a relief to glance up and see three great blue herons floating 
overhead, their wings as silent and ashen as the clouds. A good omen, I 
think. Forget the charts. Cling to portents.
Lyric rocks and sways as. the sailors stow gear and unsnap sail covers. 
A twenty-seven-foot Catalina, she's shaped like the camber of a gull's wing. 
But framed by the slip, she seems cramped and slight among the comfortable 
houseboats, the sturdy, smelly fishing boats, the gleaming pleasure vessels. 
Lyric's spars look reedy and bare without sails. The five of us step carefully 
around each other; the cabin is smaller than a college dorm room, the 
cockpit still smaller. Except for the married couple who own the boat, none 
of us knows each other well. I wonder if we will be speaking to each other 
at race's end.
The sailors check lines and hoist sails as we motor out of the harbor 
and into Gastineau Channel. A stiff breeze snaps the white cloth until we 
trim the sails tight as drumheads by hauling on the sheet ropes. The boat 
vibrates, stmmmed by wind and motion. With fourteen other sailboats, most
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larger than Lyric, we circle the bobbing markers like sharks, waiting for the 
8 a.m. start flag. The sailors shout insults at other boats cutting across our 
bow as skippers maneuver for a good opening. My nervousness evaporates 
in the high spirits.
When the red flag shoots up the start boat's mast, we surge into a 
commotion of sails and bows and cheers. At the mark, Lyric tacks sharply 
across the channel, but boats in better positions outpoint us, sailing closer to 
the wind and quickly gaining distance. Our enthusiasm ebbs as we fall 
behind. We're not the last boat, but we're not far ahead of it. A lot can 
happen on this race, the sailors tell each other. Just wait. We'll catch up.
• We split into two shifts, and the other watch goes below, beginning 
our schedule of three hours on, three hours off. A steady headwind lulls us 
into a rhythm of tacking back and forth across the channel, but the tide flows 
against us, and we don't actually seem to be going anywhere. Lulled by the 
scrolling waves, I lapse into a cottony reverie. A fairweather boater only, I 
have always tethered myself close to shore, allowing only my imagination to 
hover over the abyss. Long ago this coast was named and charted, but I 
yeam to feel what the early explorers did as they slipped into bays, rounded 
dark islands, searched the unfamiliar sky and water for omens. Everything 
they encountered became a revelation. Seldom in our lives do we have the 
chance to set sail toward a new world.
Not everyone returns, even from the most modest of expeditions. 
Boats are found drifting, or never found at all. Wreckage washes up on 
empty shores. Bodies float low like waterlogged driftwood, nibbled into 
anonymity by the sea and its creatures. From the safety of land we invent
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fates for those who don't come back. Sea lions capsized their kayaks. He hit 
his head and fell overboard. A rogue wave crashed over the stem. Lost at 
sea, we say, they are lost at sea. Once I read about a lighthousekeeper who, 
with his partner, took his small boat to cut a Christmas tree near Cross 
Sound. But the engine died, and the ocean carried him away. His partner 
last saw him sitting in the skiff with arms akimbo, as calm as if he had 
already accepted the great blankness that awaited him. Fishermen who 
searched for him finally found the empty boat a hundred miles away.
A thump against the hull startles us. I turn to gauge how far we have 
sailed in the last few hours, but grayness has closed behind us. Ahead, 
Gastineau Channel opens into a great bowl of sea rimmed by shadowy 
islands. We look about for whatever knocked against the boat—driftwood? 
a loose buoy?— until the best sailor emerges from the cabin, recognizes the 
sloppy way the mainsail spills out air, and shouts at us. Under bracing gusts 
of curses, we tighten the sails and ourselves. He seizes the tiller, and the 
boat quickens under his sure hand.
Just as we break the tide's grip and slip into Stephens Passage, a 
southeasterly wind gulps us whole. Before, it all seemed so familiar: the 
same endless trinity of ocean, mountain, and forest. Suddenly, I recognize 
nothing. Whitecaps curl as four-foot seas climb up each other. Spray whips 
off waves the way blowing snow streams from mountain peaks. Like a bully 
in a schoolyard fight, thirty-five-knot winds shove Lyric over, testing how 
far she will heel without capsizing. Hard rain stutters across the water. The 
boat surges and tosses, and waves spew over the bow.
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My stomach chums, from motion sickness and perhaps panic. I have 
never taken the wind so personally. Somehow I feel that my fear invoked 
this storm. I should have known better than to venture into waters I don't 
know, with people who are strangers, on a boat I don't really understand.
All I can do is crouch in the stem and stare at the mainland, trying to fix my 
eyes on something stable.
Time loses hold of us as Lyric beats on long tacks that draw us close 
to Admiralty Island's rocky, log-strewn shores, then sweep us away. We 
swing on the end of a pendulum, motion without progress. The sails belly 
and strain with too much wind, overpowering the boat. Eventually, the 
sailors climb into neon-orange survival suits and strap on lifelines. Two of 
them stagger onto the foredeck to reef the mainsail, diminishing its size to 
reduce the wind's effect. For the first time, I realize there is no spare 
survival suit for me. I cast about, thinking of things that float. Ice chest?
Seat cushions in the cabin? I try to remember if anyone showed me where 
the lifejackets are stowed.
I stop worrying about flotation devices when I realize the port 
siderails lining the deck are dashing over and over into the foaming black 
water. Instinctively, I lean away from that side of the boat. In our practice 
mns, the captain assured me that he had never dipped the siderails. I think 
hard about this, trying to understand exactly what he meant. Surely he didn't 
lie. But could this actually be the first time the boat has heeled over this far? 
Does that mean this is the worst storm he's ever sailed in? Does he really 
know what he's doing? Watching the rails submerge repeatedly, I try to
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sense through the hull that fulcrum beyond which the boat will not roll 
upright again.
The sailors return to the mast and brace themselves against the 
heaving foredeck. They duck their heads against the rain as they drop the 
mainsail in jerks and prepare to raise a smaller one. The wind shrouds them 
in canvas, and they struggle against the wet sail while trying to keep their 
footing. When they shove the mainsail toward us to stuff into the cabin, I 
study their faces for signs of fear, or worse, but I see only ferocious 
concentration and a crazed kind of exhiliration.
As the gale continues and the sailors tire, they decide to conserve 
strength by returning to our watch schedule. I gather my helplessness and 
go below. The others dig themselves into sleeping bags and instantly doze.
I slump on a berth and stare through the opposite porthole, mesmerized by 
the way the pitching window presents alternating views of clouds before it 
plunges below the green-black water. Sky, then sea. Sky, then sea.
The cabin is close and humid, and my dread escapes the mental 
chokehold I have clamped upon it. I imagine being trapped below deck 
should the boat capsize. Then I see myself in my yellow slicker, struggling 
toward dim green light above. Frigid water pours into my boots and floods 
my overalls, dragging me below. I swallow the sea. It fills my mouth and 
lungs and belly. Down and down I drift, hands limp and white, hair floating 
upward. My eyes remain open in the darkness, the cold ocean pressing 
against them.
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And now I dwell on my private horror: the crabs settling on my body, 
the flounders writhing across me, colonies of small creatures slipping under 
my clothes and then under my skin, picking and chewing and gnawing.
I mourn my husband, as if he were lost to me, and not I to him.
The intense desire to throw up shoves panic away. I'm almost 
grateful. Surely I can't be so far gone if I fear the humiliation of puking in 
the cabin more than drowning in it. Climbing topside, I reel to the stem and 
vomit in wrenching bursts. The sailors don't notice. I'm glad; it's one thing 
to die, but another to die as a known coward. I lean against the gunwale, 
head hanging overboard, and watch the way waves fold into each other, 
green marble skeined by white foam. Cold rain soaks my head and sops my 
jacket collar. Even the inside of my ears are wet. I am too miserable to 
pray, so over and over I picture this morning's three herons and the solemn 
way they winged out of the fog.
I don't know when I realize the gale is subsiding, the sound of high 
weather fading like a distant radio station. I would be relieved if I were not 
so tired, so bruised by fear. This is only the first day, I think; what else 
could happen during our journey? I long to be home, back in my ordinary 
life.
At 9 p.m., the watch changes, and it is time to be useful. My shift 
tries to regain lost time by harvesting failing winds to power Lyric across the 
strait. How peaceful, this serene motion across a calming sea. Our tasks 
seem so simple after the afternoon's frantic efforts.
One sail floats behind us, a white signal against the dimming light.
For all our impotent motion, we are still not last. The other ships forged
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ahead along the storm's edge. Later, when we hear that Arrogant's mainsail 
blew out and Casa Mia's seacocks flooded with water, I feel absurdly 
satisfied knowing that my fear wasn’t misplaced.
Across the passage, darkness flows from sea into sky. When it's time 
to go below, I wedge myself into a bunk, still wearing wet clothes that twist 
and mb uncomfortably against the damp sleeping bag. Sleep is a wave 
rolling me over and over against the shore. When the sailor who wants my 
bunk shakes me awake for the 3 a.m. to 6 a.m. shift, I mumble “OK,” but the 
absence of motion confuses me. For several dazed moments, I don't know 
where I am.
On deck, cool salty air washes against my face. Indistinct shapes 
crowd the horizon. Far off-impossible to say how far, in this flat light— 
icebergs as big as houses glow with their own faint blue auras. I lean against 
the gunwales and drowse, tucking my hands under my arms for warmth. My 
head dangles painfully, lolling against my shoulder as I drift off, then jerk 
awake. Across the water, I hear wordless singing, and the sound of people 
murmuring. Someone is calling me, I think, struggling to make out the 
words. Perhaps I dream.
In the slow swell of dawn, the sea stretches before us like time, large 
enough to swallow all history, legend, desire, imagination. I feel the burden 
of my own story floating away, as if I had rolled up yesterday's fear like 
parchment, tucked it into a bottle and sent it off on some other current, not 
knowing who might read it and understand. We sail on an ocean awash in 
the stories of all those who have come before us in cedar canoes, sloops of
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war, merchant schooners, steamers, freighters, fishing boats, dories. In this 
ghostly light, they move with us—the Tlingit Indians, the Russian, British 
and American explorers, the seafarers and traders, settlers and sailors, 
everyone who ever imagined themselves, like me, to be the first to witness 
this place.
I have studied charts with creases worn soft as flannel, read chronicles 
and folklore, and now I feel us slipping by secret harbors where bear hunters 
lived and foreign sailors sought refuge. I peer at reefs where ships 
foundered, and their passengers with them. We pass abandoned Tlingit 
forts, lost villages, and all the unmarked places where Natives found marble 
for polishing wood and stone carvings, or raked up green ribbons of kelp 
pearled with herring roe, or set halibut hooks carved with human faces down 
at the bottom of the sea.
Sorrow and loss washed up along these shores, too. The wind pushes 
us beyond islands where fox farms rot into the forest, past the crooked inlet 
where a cross marks the place where mother and child drowned, away from 
the killing rock where Tlingits sacrificed slaves for potlatches.
During our journey, history crests in wave after wave, ebbing into 
myth, dissolving into time like handfuls of salt tossed into the sea. There are 
ways to mark our passage, methods of triangulation and calculation that 
could reveal exactly where we are. There are chronicles that could fix us 
squarely in the flow of events. I prefer to let the metronome of tides 
measure out the journey.
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In the storm's wake, sunny skies bring air so still that for two days we 
drift becalmed and fall still farther behind the race leaders. The slightest 
breeze wrinkling across the water provokes Lyric’s crew into a frenzy. They 
raise the filmy spinnaker to make a kind of sail called a drifter, a silken 
square so fine it captures any exhalation. The light glows through the cloth 
like rays through stained glass. We slip from one rippled patch of water to 
another, craving motion, no matter how meager. Ghosting, the sailors call it.
The change in weather is not well-received by the sailors. They 
languish in a sort of mental doldrums, cross because we are mired in dead 
air. They quarrel good-naturedly about which sail to try next, what we 
should have done at the starting line, which shift is more skilled, whose boat 
will win. They curse the winds, their luck, each other. They rarely speak of 
themselves, or of anything besides sailing. Their ordinary existence was 
stranded on the other side of the storm.
I have left some part of myself behind, too. The race no longer 
matters to me, nor does the article I am charged with writing. My notes 
grow ever more cryptic with the kind of sightings and observations that 
would fill the log of someone lost at sea: “Wind slight. Nursed spinnaker 
along for three hours.” O r : “Halyard's jammed. Captain went up in bosun's 
chair.” I feel pleasantly doomed, but Lyric's sailors never give up. If they 
could paddle this boat with hands and feet, they would. They drink canned 
beer, and adjust ropes and rigging, and think of all the ways they could still 
win. I dangle my feet over the side and spit at my wavering shadow. The 
spit moves faster than we do.
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I suppose they have fiercer hearts than I. I like not being afraid. I 
like these long hours of reflected heat and light. I am becalmed, too.
For hours I study the impassive shoreline of Admiralty Island looming 
like an undiscovered continent to starboard. Through binoculars I peer at 
reticulated beaches, bays folded into ciphers, the toothy jaws of mountains 
clapped against the sky. Thick, deep forest drapes the slopes, and sometimes 
the green scent of spruce and hemlock trees envelops us. Knowing that 
brown bears and deer roam the shoreline just beyond sight, I feel their eyes 
upon us. If I stepped ashore the enormous island, the forest would swallow 
me as surely as the ocean.
All day long, creatures fly or swim past on their own unknowable 
journeys. Harbor porpoises inscribe perfect arcs. Ravens flap overhead, 
every stroke of their black, black wings thunderous in the quiet. For once 
they say nothing and merely cock their heads to see us clinging to this 
flotsam. A few hundred yards away, two humpback whales fan scalloped 
flukes before diving. A sea lion rolls past, turning brimming eyes toward us, 
calling in a garbled tongue that unsettles me.
I shield my face from the sun’s painful light and gaze into mossy 
green depths, trying to picture the underwater landscape we pass over like a 
small cloud casting shadows. Schools of fingerlings flash and twist in eerie 
unison. Orange globular jellyfish contract and expand like lungs. Rafts of 
brown rockweed and strips of bull kelp threaten to entangle us. I lean over 
too far, and my sunglasses slide off my face and spiral into darkness.
On the third morning we pass Yasha Island, a tiny speck that marks 
the entrance to Chatham Strait on the west flank of Admiralty. Bald eagles
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own the island, two score perched in spruce trees or hunkered on the rocks. 
Suddenly, a sailor shouts and points. An eagle plummets to the water's 
surface to snatch at something, but something snatches it. The bird 
struggles, wings smashing and beating as it sinks below the surface. We 
watch, but the eagle does not reappear. The sailors wonder what could seize 
such a powerful bird. I picture the eagle soaring underwater, bubbles 
trailing from its feathers as it descends.
At night, when all aspects of land, sea, and sky merge, splashings and 
murmurings and gurglings become urgent mysteries. I expect fabulous sea 
creatures to rise thrashing from below and crush us in their beaks, tentacles, 
jaws. Decades ago, at the junction of Chatham and Peril straits, two Juneau 
men of impeccable reputation claimed they spotted a sea serpent 300 feet 
long gliding in the water. They peppered the greenish-blue monster with 
gunfire, and it sank, writhing. The men waited for its carcass to float but 
returned to Juneau with nothing but legend. It was not enough to see a 
monster; they had to own it, too.
I have no need to invent dangers. It is sufficient to think of unmarked 
reefs, sudden storms, collisions with other vessels. I have no need to invent 
dangers, but I do, in those smothering moments before exhaustion drags me 
into unconsciousness. And when the fantastic does appear, when humpback 
whales snort and heave around the boat, I am so far away in sleep that my 
companions cannot call me back.
So we drift, suspended on the cusp between heaven and sea, sea and 
earth, between what is above and what is below.
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On the fifth day, the wind rises. We see it coming in the way the seas 
gather in a black line along the horizon, like the shadow of an eclipse racing 
toward us. For a moment, I am afraid. Not another storm, I think with 
dismay. But then I realize how much I've craved wind and motion after the 
long, silent hours. No worse fate for sailors than stillness.
We leap about, yanking ropes, raising sails, making the ship ready. 
Waves arrive first, smacking against the hull. Then wind rolls over the boat, 
strumming the rigging, billowing the canvas, infusing us with a blue desire. 
Silence falls behind as the bow hisses and. sails hum. Lyric quickens. This is 
what she was made for.
When the sailors feel sated by wind, they urge me to take the helm, to 
understand their complicated joy. Already they know that despite their 
longing and skill, they will not win this race. They can afford to be 
generous. I am ready, they tell me. It is my turn to sail.
I do not steer the boat; I give myself over to a physics of intuition. 
Through my hands, I discover the invisible place where the boat binds 
together wind and sea and glides along the seam it creates with each 
moment. Air surges around me, and finally pierces me.
And when, too soon, the wind falters, sails flutter and fall limp, and 
the boat subsides, the world settles into an unfortunate equilibrium. I realize 
that most of the time, I think too much. We sail in search of terror and 
ecstasy, the sailor said, and he was right.
In Southeast Alaska, there exist more bays, more inlets, more islands 
than you can imagine. As one of the last blank spaces on the 18th century's
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maps, the archipelago became a promising destination for those making their 
imperial voyages of discovery. Three times Spanish mariners stepped 
ashore to claim this territory for their crown. Once, they had barely returned 
to their ship when they saw the Tlingits dragging away the large white cross 
the Spaniards had just erected to signify possession and benediction of the 
New World by the Old.
As the outlines of land and sea took shape on charts, others followed. 
Traders swept through, exchanging trinkets for furs. Captain George 
Vancouver surveyed the coastline inch by inch, searching for the Northwest 
Passage. He scattered like party favors the names of sovereigns, relatives, 
and people worth flattering: Seymour Canal, Stephens Passage, Chatham 
Strait, and hundreds of others. The Russians took what was never theirs and 
sold it to the Americans. The Americans sent soldiers, missionaries, tourists. 
For a long while, the Tlingits resisted these various incursions, and many 
still do.
In Southeast Alaska, there exist more beaches, more mountains, more 
secrets than I can ever know. How many others before me impaled 
themselves against these rocks, slipped gratefully below the surface, drifted 
out to sea? I stare at charts, sound the depths, mark the hazards, and still I 
must accept the rapture of the deep, a darkness I will never penetrate, a 
chaos I can't control. I don't want to look into the abyss, and I cannot help 
but look. I relinquish the useless fantasy of possession, realizing there is 
only surrender. This is how the lost lightkeeper must have felt as he floated 
away toward his destiny.
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At midnight on our last night at sea, I apprentice myself to air. I lie 
flat against the foredeck, each hand wrapped around a rope that controls an 
edge of the drifter. The sail spreads above me, slight as a whisper, radiantly 
paned in summer twilight. A minnow of air wriggles over the boat. I cast 
the drifter like a gentle net. The cloth trembles, luffs. I tease the ropes that 
leash the sail that holds the air. The boat answers. All along my body, I 
sense it stirring below me. We ghost.
For hours I submerge myself in this simple task, anticipating the 
breeze, gathering and easing the sail in response. I breathe through my 
hands. Remembering the storm, I finally understand that the sailors did not 
fight the wind. They embraced it. They shaped the boat and themselves to 
it.
The sailors say nothing to me. I am in another place, and in that 
place, I do not need their help, nor their words. A cruise ship steams by to 
port, glowing like a chandelier, and I barely glance. Nothing seems so filled 
with light as that sail. The sky deepens into indigo clarity, but I refuse to be 
swallowed. The sail, the wind, the rasp of rope against my palms—this 
seems enough.
Then, a humpback whale moans. It peals like a clapper struck against 
the dark bell of the ocean. It is a foghorn, a tuning fork, the purest note that 
harmonizes longing and fulfillment. It is the edge of the world. I fall.
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The Middle Ground
• I lie belly down against a platter of rock and watch Sheep Creek surge 
and froth across the stony streambed. I'm thinking shades of blue. Indigo. 
Turquoise. Azure? There is no word for distilled sky. The best I can do is 
picture the tinctured blue of Aqua Velva aftershave, the exact odd color of 
Sheep Creek.
A shout from my friends rouses me. They wave from the trail; we 
have not walked far yet, and already I'm distracted. I dip my hands into the 
frigid water and splash my legs and arms before leaping awkwardly over the 
spitting stream. Kathy and Kim each grab a hand to haul me up the slippery 
bank.
We don't say much. Kathy, a third-generation Alaskan, was bom here 
in Juneau. Kim and I have lived here since we were kids. Years have 
passed since any of us hiked the Sheep Creek Trail. Juneau's coastline is 
embedded by other valleys, each spectacular in its own way. But none of 
them has a mine growing in its belly. Today we pause more than we usually 
would. We take care to look about.
On this rare clear day, the season poises just after high summer, 
stalling briefly before the plummet into autumn. False hellebore slumps and 
rots by the trail in brown, gloopy streaks. Plumes of chest-high ferns feather 
in the breeze. Fireweed extinguishes itself in cotton batting. It is difficult 
enough to memorize something as blunt as a mountain, as contained as a 
stream, much less all this fine, rampant detail. But I look closely, and I write 
things in my notebook—“drowsy smell of vegetation” and “elderberry 
clusters,” and “devil's club”—as if words were sufficient.
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Before us, Sheep Creek Valley unfolds like origami, with surprising 
bends and folds. Alpine ridges thatched with snow shutter the sky into 
geometric shapes of green, blue, and white. Behind us, a wooded crest 
shields the valley from open coastline, where Sheep Creek spills itself across 
a tidal delta. Five miles north lies Alaska’s third-largest city, Juneau, but 
you would not guess that fact from what you see here, walking on the toes of 
Mount Hawthorne and Mount Roberts.
Around the next bend, we see two anglers standing next to the creek.
A dark-haired man wearing a red bandanna around his throat leans over a 
boy, helping with a fishing pole. He hails us as we walk by. He doesn't 
want to talk; he wants to tell. As he fiddles with his kerchief, he says he 
hiked to this spot ten years ago hoisting a fifty-pound pack. “Nothing here 
but mine ruins then,” he says, lofting his voice loud enough to carry over the 
stream. “Now there's a mining outfit up there.”
As if it’s news to us, he says a gold miner from Echo Bay Alaska Inc. 
told him that protests don't matter, the dam is going in for sure. He jerks his 
thumb at the boy. “I figure this will be a momentous occasion for him, 
something to remember when he's old,” the man says. The boy never turns 
around. He's intent on rigging his pole. “We're going to catch the last 
trout!” the man shouts. He turns back to the boy and the stream, waving at 
us over his head.
The sun circles behind us as we trek up the valley, following the 
creek. Either people don't come here much anymore, or the understory 
rioted during this unusually sunny summer. I know an eighty-year-old man 
who has climbed these mountain ridges, drawing closer to sky than we will
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walk today. He once remarked that it seems pointless to brush out Sheep 
Creek Trail—“Like rearranging furniture on the Titanic,” he said. Nettles 
slap against our bare legs and arms, raising pinprick welts that I scratch 
furiously. I can't understand why I didn't know this would happen, until I 
realize that I have never hiked on Juneau's trails in shorts before. Usually 
it's too damp and cool to bare much of yourself to the woods.
Beyond the fishermen, we stop and turn around, trying to figure out 
where the dam will rise. A concrete wall three-hundred-forty-five feet high 
will plug the narrow gap where Sheep Creek dips and plunges over boulders, 
pouring between the mountains and down the gulch that leads to Gastineau 
Channel. I am no good at estimating distances; I understand only that the 
dam will be enormous. We wonder aloud what will happen as Sheep Creek 
backs up, splashing and gurgling against the barrier, flooding the valley.
I've seen the mine company's illustrations of how the dam would look 
discreetly tucked behind the mountains, the reservoir a placid, innocuous 
lake—in fact, hardly noticeable, according to the company's illustrations. 
Wouldn't it take months to drown the two-and-a-half-mile length of this 
basin? “All these trees,” I say, looking around. “Everything,” Kim says.
I should have a tighter grasp on the facts. I used to write about mining 
for the local newspaper, thrashing my way through jargon-choked thickets of 
environmental impact statements, consultants' studies, agency reviews. I 
attended public meetings where nobody ever convinced anyone of anything. 
They all made up their minds long ago. I listened to environmentalists and 
took notes, and then I called up mine officials and took more notes, and then 
I typed out absurd observations for the public, such as: “Figuring out what
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the mine would mean to water quality, fish, wildlife and marine organisms 
won'rbe easy.” What else could I say? People spoke such different 
languages. I was only the translator.
While I was a reporter, I tried to cultivate an open mind. It was my 
job. I told people I had not decided whether I was for or against the mine. 
Juneau's history is the history of mining, after all. The Sheep Creek dam is 
part of Echo Bay Alaska's plan to reopen the historic Alaska-Juneau Gold 
Mine, a huge operation that bored tunnels through Mount Roberts for forty 
years before World War II closed it. Resuscitating the A-J is nothing novel. 
Several years ago, a silver mine opened on nearby Admiralty Island; already 
it has suspended operations, betrayed by the price of silver. And thirty-five 
miles to the north, on a mountainside above Lynn Canal, Echo Bay hopes to 
reopen the Kensington Mine. Neither of those mines aroused the bitter 
opposition the A-J has; neither of those mines was four miles from 
downtown Juneau.
Some parts of the mine plans I recall easily, standing here with Sheep 
Creek purling through my head. Every time I wrote a story about the mine, I 
included a boilerplate of facts: The resurrected mine would digest twenty- 
two-thousand tons of ore each day of the project's expected life of thirteen 
years. A cyanide process would extract microscopic gold particles. The 
finely ground ore that remains would be dumped into the lake created by the 
dam. I try to imagine one-hundred-fifty-million tons of these tailings heaped 
on this valley floor, stifling these willow thickets, burying those stands of 
elderberry, but that vision, too, is beyond me.
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Pages and pages of facts describe the mine and its potential effects. I 
know all of the reasons the mine seems attractive, too. As the state capital, 
Juneau feeds mostly on bureaucracy these days, but government money is 
yoked to the fickle price of oil. The last time oil prices evaporated, so did 
much of Juneau. There’s a handy phrase for the kind of stability some 
people want: “diversified economy.”
Anyhow, it is the same old story, the way things happened in the 
West, the way things happen now in Alaska. It is a complicated issue, 
fashioned from people's fears and hopes, but essentially the argument 
remains familiar: The mine will give jobs; the mine will take away this 
valley. Economy versus environment. I can hardly blame people for 
wanting to keep their jobs, stay in Juneau, not worry. The difference is that 
this time we will witness what happens, knowing all the while the 
consequences. The loss of Sheep Creek Valley will not occur in slow 
motion, the way other changes steal across the landscape. The A-J mine 
may not open next year, or even the year after. The Environmental 
Protection Agency demands major changes. Lawsuits grind through the 
appeals courts. But Juneau's city government, seduced by the promise of 
annual royalties, has approved the project. The company continues sowing 
scores of millions of dollars into the ground below my feet, hoping to 
harvest gold. I make myself believe it: someday the mine will open and 
Sheep Creek Valley will disappear.
We pass through groves of old black cottonwood trees, stately and 
sweet-smelling. To us they seem exotic, bearing an extravagance of leaves 
that will rage yellow for a short season. Southeast Alaska lies almost
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completely under the dominion of sober spruce and hemlock trees, and 
almost nowhere else around Juneau do these cottonwood trees thrive as 
renegades from the rainforest. Environmentalists argue the trees make 
Sheep Creek Valley “unique” and hence worth saving, though these 
magnificent trees might not even grow here if not for the first miners who 
cleared the valley floor in the late 1800s.
This valley is but a sliver in the hundred-mile long Juneau Gold Belt 
that burrows along the coast, gold rippling through the mountains like 
caramel ribbons in a sundae. Gold brought two raffish prospectors, Joe 
Juneau and Richard Harris, to Gastineau Channel in 1880. Their discovery 
founded Juneau and inspired prospectors to poke and prod at every valley 
and stream in the area. Sheep Creek itself was misnamed by Juneau and 
Harris, who knew what gold looked like, but not goats. For fifty years, three 
of the world's largest gold mines— one of them the A-J—operated near 
Juneau, along with many smaller outfits. Sheep Creek Valley is a graveyard 
of mines; the bones and offal of two or three generations of companies rust 
and rot, camouflaged by lush greenery. Nothing lasts forever in this wet 
climate.
In the shadowy green of an alder thicket, the red breast of a varied 
thrush flares. Hours from now, the thrush's bell-like tones will float through 
the mossy dusk, the most melancholy sound in the forest. At dawn, the 
foreign lilt of warblers, vireos, and sparrows will tangle in ardent 
declarations of territory and love. Juneau birders have tallied lists of more 
than a hundred species that journey across the continent, many from Central 
and South America, to summer in this exact and particular valley. The birds
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appreciate the edges—the varied patches of brush and trees— that layer the 
valley floor. But I do not need such accountings to find this place worthy.
A single varied thrush is enough for me.
Beside the trail we discover an old tin shack, buckling but still sturdy. 
Rust streaks the metal; the window frames hang empty. We poke our heads 
inside but draw back at the pungent smell; porcupine droppings carpet the 
floor and pile up in a gaping wooden chest. I try to imagine the pilgrimage 
of porcupines tmndling here just to shit.
As we peer in the undergrowth for porcupines that must be bumbling 
nearby, we suddenly find ourselves walking along a metal fence. The trail 
veers across a meadow, but we follow the fence. It ends near the mine 
company's base camp. Chunks of rock gnawed from inside the mountain 
have been piled and bulldo2ed into a giant platform that engulfs a copse of 
cottonwoods. It is a shock to see the tree trunks emerging from the jumble 
of gray rock, as if they grew from stone. We venture far enough to survey a 
parking lot filled with pickup trucks, a road grader, and a couple of metal 
buildings. While the company awaits final approval from legions of 
government agencies, it continues exploring the mountain's innards. When a 
man wearing a hardhat steps from a shack, I duck instinctively. Later I 
wonder why I assume I'm the one trespassing.
Single-file, we return to the trail and amble along an aisle lined with 
tall grasses and willow. I find myself formulating equations, totting up signs 
of people against signs of wilderness. This is the kind of twisted calculation 
people in Juneau are reduced to, because they are confused about the terms 
of the fight. Some argue the valley is pristine, special. One woman wrote a
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letter to the editor lauding the virtues of Sheep Creek Valley and urging the 
company to “dump the tailings in another much less valuable valley,” 
meaning a valley sure to be wilder. Pro-mine factions use rhetorical 
topology to turn environmentalist arguments inside out: This valley is no 
longer true wilderness, they say, meaning “untouched” wilderness.
Therefore, Sheep Creek Valley is tarnished and no great loss in a landscape 
reamed with thousands of “pure” valleys. The Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources issued an official opinion on this point: “The highest and 
best use of Sheep Creek Valley is for tailings disposal.”
Of course, nobody is talking about the same thing when they say 
“highest value” or “best use” or even “wilderness.” But we have little 
choice. A consultant to Echo Bay tells the newspaper: “There is a whole lot 
of emotion swirling around this project. It would be nice if it was based 
solely on science,” as if science is the language that would purify the 
discourse, making everything simpler, for everybody. No, we must wrangle 
with these messy, inconstant words that disguise and betray meaning. And 
so I count the old leaning telegraph poles, and note obscure bits of corroded 
metal, and listen absently to the mechanical rumbles echoing across the 
valley from Echo Bay’s development camp.
All through the valley, life flickers at the edges. We scan the brushy 
slopes, looking for black bears. Crossing a quiet slough, we startle a Dolly 
Varden, a sea-going trout named for a Charles Dickens character. The 
perfect, tiny track of a Sitka white-tailed deer engraves moist earth. Where 
Sheep Creek spreads itself into shallow riffles, we pause to watch two plump 
water ouzels bobbing and flitting along the bank. When one of the slate-
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gray birds marches into the stream until completely submerged, I long to see 
it striding underwater against the current, a bird comfortable in two mutually 
opposing worlds.
The way I fix on every living sign makes me think of numinous 
objects—those things that have psychological, not material, meaning. The 
quartz shard I pluck from the streambed attracts me not only because of its 
pure white glow, but because years from now, when I pick it up and turn it 
over in my hand, rubbing my thumb against this sharp edge, I will think of 
these improbable water ouzels. Thrushes call in thickets. Elsewhere streams 
run to the sea. Porcupines play out their mysterious rites in many places.
But for me, this cold, milky stone will always mean a day spent in a lost 
valley.
Sheep Creek Valley attracts nature-lovers and miners alike because it 
is so close to Juneau, so easy to reach. Neither faction shares the same 
language, because they do not see the same world. Yet they collaborate in a 
deviant vocabulary, negotiating over words like “mitigation” and 
“monitoring” and “reclamation,” words that would seem obscene if not so 
far removed from the green actuality of this basin. But words cannot change 
the fact that an artificially created water body contaminated with heavy 
metals and one-hundred-fifty million tons of slurry will not be a “lake,” but 
a toxic waste dump. A lake that will spill forty million gallons of fouled 
water into the ocean every day is not a “future recreation site,” but a 
pollution mill. A lake that will remain sterile anywhere from a dozen years 
to forever is not a potential “fishing reservoir” but a profound waste of 
rainwater.
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Deep in the valley's throat, just before the trail changes from a placid 
boulevard into a winding scrabble up the mountain, we pause by the creek. 
We could go farther, but we won't. We did not prepare for an alpine trek.
We loll against the stream bank, not yet ready to turn back. Turning back 
means acknowledging there are places in the valley we will never know. No 
matter how far we go, it won't be far enough.
Kim dips bare feet into an eddy and gasps at the chill. Kathy glasses 
the cliff for mountain goats. I contemplate a fire ring littered with empty 
snack cans of Libby's Peaches Light, left by someone who took the trouble 
to haul them here for three miles. I try to measure the gap between 
discarding a aluminum can and discarding a mountain of tailings.
Slowly, the equation shifts. I realize I have been afraid to care about 
this place too much, the way you might hesitate making friends with a 
terminally ill person. You know it would be meaningful, that perhaps you 
could do some good and even leam something, but you also know that in the 
end, you will reap pain and loss.
It's too late now, of course, but I realize I am against the mine and 
have been all along. The journalist's creed of objectivity makes a convenient 
and cowardly shield of words carefully chosen for their neutrality. It 
becomes so easy to hang back, to let others duke it out in letters to the editor 
and public hearings, to cautiously weigh pros and cons and forever fiddle 
with the scale, trying to make it all balance evenly. But as I sit next to Sheep 
Creek, watching the water change blues in the light slanting over the 
mountain's brow, it seems as simple as this: A mine is nothing more than a
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machine that digests earth and turns it into money. And Alaska could do 
with more earth and less money.
If I were alone at this moment, I would lie in this grassy vale, face 
pressed against the damp earth, and try to hear the low song of the stream 
humming against the granite floor. Days and nights would rain down upon 
me, burying me deep in the abyss of history, under a sedimentary layer 
recording place and possibility. This wine-colored light, the warm stirring 
air, the endless prayer wheel of the stream's passage, and life greening all 
around—it is beyond value, beyond knowing. And yet simply loving this 
place is not enough to save it.
Neither pristine nor expendable, Sheep Creek Valley lies somewhere 
beyond the qualifying nature of words. No one needs to manufacture 
reasons to treasure a place that has room for people and wildness both. I am 
relieved and elated when I can suddenly explain what I think to myself: It is 
not simply the loss of this valley that matters—it is the loss of yet one more 
valley. I say that aloud to Kathy and Kim: “It's not just this valley—it's one 
more valley,” and they nod, knowing exactly what I mean.
In the quarter century that bridges my childhood and middle life, 
Juneau's forests, valleys, wetlands and streams have disappeared a scrap at a 
time. Places where I played as a child are now paved under subdivisions. 
Many watersheds vein this stretch of coastline, and few remain unchanged. 
Gold Creek concludes its alpine tumble in a concrete culvert running 
through downtown Juneau. Jordan Creek, choked with garbage and silty 
run-off, drains sluggishly into the wetlands. Switzer Creek meanders 
through a trailer court. What remains of Sheep Creek Valley will exist as a
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larger, more obvious testament to indifference, no one's greater than mine.
It must have happened this way in other places; one day you thought there 
was enough land, or wilderness, or whatever you would call it. And on 
another day, you realized there isn't.
Reluctantly, we hike back, faster than we came. The sun dips behind 
Mount Roberts, and blue shadows avalanche behind us. The stream seems 
unfamiliar and new from this direction, and so I am startled when we again 
encounter the fisherman, now setting up his red dome tent beside the creek. 
He looks up as we pass and shouts, “We caught eight trout!”
We climb the final ridge that separates us from the rest of the world. 
The throaty percolation of Sheep Creek falls away behind us. As we rise 
above the valley, I think, “I should look one more time,” but I cannot. We 
crest the ridge and descend into the darkening forest without turning back.
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1 Killing Wolves
At the Goldstream General Store just down the road from my house, 
three creamy wolf pelts dangle above the dog food section. Their paws 
brush my cheeks as I walk the narrow aisle, the wood floor creaking beneath 
my feet. My fingers drift across the fur. A single paw covers my entire 
hand.
When it's cold, as it often is in Fairbanks, I wear a dark blue felt hat 
trimmed with toffee-colored muskrat, and a down parka thinly ruffed with 
coyote. The plain animal softness warms and comforts me in the harshness 
of winter. Sometimes I covet thicker, more beautiful furs—the flaming fox 
hats and luxurious wolverine mffs that others wear. I bought a glossy black 
fox hat in Vladivostok once, but it's too fancy for everyday use. It hangs in 
my closet and tickles my arms when I reach for my more sensible hats.
Usually I try not to dwell on how these animals died, or who killed 
them. Even though I was raised in Alaska, I was also raised on Disney, in 
that fantasy world where creatures sing and talk, foxes and hounds play 
together, and only mean people kill animals. I cried the first time I saw 
Bambi's mother die. I was 29. In the real world, of course, nothing is that 
simple. I recognize my own contradictory notions. I don't hunt, but I enjoy 
a tender moose roast. I dislike state-sponsored wolf control, but I'm irritated 
by people from Outside telling Alaskans what to do. I want to wear fur, but 
I don't want to kill animals for it, least of all the appealing, doggish wolf. 
Deep in this ambivalence, I recognize a moral blind spot, a deliberate 
turning away from the way life and death proceed.
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I know I will never kill a wolf. Still, I wonder what goes on out there 
in the wilderness, where wolves kill moose and caribou, and men kill 
wolves, where something happens that is more cruel and honest and 
frightening than most of us can bear.
Ben Hopson Jr. stands on the frozen lake thirty miles northeast of 
Fairbanks and sweeps his hand across the scene. “Pretend this is a wolf 
trail,” he says, gesturing to a snowmachine track waffling the snow. A 
Nunamiut Eskimo from Anaktuvuk Pass, he wears snowpants, a wool hat 
pulled over a baseball cap, and a white anorak ruffed with wolf. His 
eyeglasses darken as the wan morning light of February seeps through the 
trees and washes away the blue shadows. In the ten-below chill, our breath 
frosts.
We shuffle closer, our boots squeaking in the feathery snow, and 
strain to hear Hopson's soft voice as he points beyond the fringe of black 
spmce and birch trees. “There's a herd of caribou ten miles that way,” he 
says. Now we're trying to picture the Brooks Range country he knows near 
his village, where constant wind lathes the snow into a hard crust and the 
wolves grow long, silky coats.
Just when I think I've fixed the picture—the line of wolves loping 
against the snow, moving as silently as smoke—Hopson drops a 750 
Helfrich trap on the snow. To me, it is a clanking, rusty contraption, a metal 
puzzle that will somehow resolve into something that can seize a hundred- 
pound wolf by the leg and hold it fast. With his feet, Hopson carefully
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spreads the square steel jaws apart and sets them into an instrument of 
kinetic desire that cannot be satisfied until it springs free and claps shut.
We are learning how to catch imaginary wolves, here at Wolf 
Trapping School. Most everyone else is catching them better than I am, 
because they are trappers, and I am not. Going to Wolf Trapping School is 
like attending graduate school in catching animals, the organizers tell me. A 
certain level of outdoor skill is presumed here; you cannot simply saunter 
into the w.oods and expect to hoodwink the fabled Alaska wolf, a clever and 
elusive animal with more claim to the territory than we have.
Our instructor, Ben Hopson, learned what he knows from his wife’s 
brother and uncles, and from all his time on his Arctic trapline. As he shows 
us how to catch phantom wolves with a blind, or concealed, set, he moves 
and speaks deliberately, as if first considering every act and word. First, he 
anchors the trap's chain by freezing it into the snow with steaming hot water 
poured from a Thermos. Scooping a trap-size hollow into the trail, he lines 
the bottom with six-inch lengths of slender willow branch to prevent the trap 
from freezing to the bed.
With a few hundred caribou nearby, he says, wolves will circuit 
through his traps once a week, following the same trail, often stepping in 
their own tracks.
“Sure, it's like going to the store,” someone says.
The men laugh. “7-Eleven for caribou.”
Gripping a long knife in his bare hands, Hopson begins paring snow 
from a rectangular slab until he's shaped a square pane an inch or two thick. 
Gently he lays the snow pane across the trap. “A lot of times I have to do
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this four or five times when the snow conditions are too soft. While I'm 
shavihg these I've had them fall apart right on me,” he says with a slow 
smile, acknowledging all the things that can go wrong. Hopson trims the lid 
until it drops evenly across the trap, flush with the trail surface. He scrapes 
his fingers across the snow until the edges blend, then with the knife tip 
grooves the surface to match the snowmachine track.
Now the trap lies unseen, waiting. Trappers describe the situation like 
this: Out of three-hundred-and-sixty-five-thousand square miles in Alaska, 
the wolf must step onto a four-inch circle. I start to understand something 
about wolves and trappers, the intricacy of effort that leads to their 
encounters.
As the sun tops the trees and illuminates the snow, Hopson 
demonstrates other techniques. How to disguise a trap with moss common 
to his area. Where to set traps around a caribou kill—here he uses a partial 
carcass to demonstrate. What scent lures to use—  “Bear fat. Puppies really 
like it. You'll have them all lined up in your traps there.” (I blanch until I 
realize he means full-grown but inexperienced wolves, not little puppies.)
My mind lingers on the trap cloaked beneath the snow. When the 
session ends for lunch, Hopson presses his foot carefully against the surface 
and then slides it back quickly. The trap erupts from below with a metallic 
gulp, spraying bits of snow and moss into the air.
There have always been trappers in Alaska, beginning with the 
Natives who caught furbearers for clothing, meat, sinew, blankets, and a 
score of needs. In the old days, Inupiat Eskimos wrapped fat around
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sharpened and bent pieces of frozen whalebone; when the bait thawed in the 
wolfs stomach, the bone sprang open and pierced the animal's gut. Once 
whites moved into the country, wolves were generally considered vermin 
that ate up all the game that men desired. Trappers were often solitary men 
like old Oscar Vogel, who guided and trapped in the Talkeetna Mountains 
for decades and wrote things like, “Time and suffering mean nothing to 
wolves,” and “Intelligence and compassion go hand in hand, and wolves are 
without compassion,” never recognizing his own lack of compassion for a 
fellow predator.
Beginning in the 1920s, the Territory of Alaska paid a bounty on 
wolves, first ten dollars, then fifteen, then twenty. Trapping wasn't the only 
way to kill a wolf. Some bounty hunters poisoned them. Others bludgeoned 
pups in dens. Somehow, despite episodic pogroms—aerial wolf shooting, 
state-sponsored predator control—the wolves survived. Today biologists 
guess that between six thousand and seven thousand wolves exist in Alaska, 
swallowed up somewhere between the mountainous southern coasts and the 
frozen plains of the North Slope.
Hardly ever does anyone see a living wolf in the wild. I have a friend 
who grew up in Ruby, a Native village on the Yukon River. He trapped 
marten and other animals to put himself through college, though, as he says, 
it's a helluva way to make a living, relying on what rich women in Paris and 
New York feel like wearing that year. One winter he called to tell me 
something about wolves. He'd been sleeping in his trapline cabin when a 
stirring outside awakened him. Peering through the single small window, he 
saw a pack of wolves slipping through the trees and circling the cabin before
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they disappeared again. From his mystified but pleased tone, he could have 
been telling me about a dream he'd had, a dream that might signify nothing, 
or everything.
The unknowable wolf hunts along the edge of our vision, never 
allowing a clear view of itself. Imagination, fear, and longing fulfill what 
experience cannot. And so a wolf is no longer just a wolf. It's a vicious, 
wasteful predator. Or it's the poster-child of the charismatic mammals, the 
creature that stands for all that's noble, wild, and free. A wolf is social, 
family-oriented, intelligent and communicative—like humans. A wolf kills 
because it can, for the sheer pleasure of it—like humans. It's either/or, the 
sacred and the profane. Inevitably, the wolf becomes a distorted reflection 
of the human psyche, a heavy burden for one species to carry. We can 
hardly bear the burden of being human ourselves.
In Alaska, people are always fighting about wolves, and I knew the 
trappers wouldn't be happy when I asked to attend their school and write a 
newspaper story about it. Pete Buist, the head of the Alaska Trappers 
Association, is deeply suspicious of reporters, mostly because he regards the 
Anchorage newspaper that hired me as a stronghold of liberal greenies who 
have never written one true word about trapping. But the trappers 
understand how bad they'll look if they refuse, and so they agree with false 
cheer. Nevertheless, when Buist addresses the gathered students before we 
begin, he warns them that I am present with a photographer. “I have no 
reason to distrust Sherry Simpson,” he announces loudly in his blustering 
voice. “But don't feel you have to talk to her if you don't want to.” I try to
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look trustworthy and sympathetic, even though I know and they know they 
probably won't like what I write.
Luckily, trapping interests all kinds of Alaskans, most of them 
individualists who don't care about party lines. They want to look good in 
the newspaper, but more than that, they-want to be understood. Nearly 
three-quarters hail from Southcentral Alaska! Among them are weekend 
trappers from Anchorage and Fairbanks, Bush trappers from Coldfoot, 
Betties, and Nabesna, a chiropractor and a commercial pilot, a father and 
son, middle-aged and young men. Trappers are mostly just guys, guys who 
hunt and fish and like doing what they want when they want.
My group includes Mike Johnson, a friendly fellow who traps alone 
along the southern edge of the Brooks Range. He figures if he leams one 
trick that catches him one wolf, the one-hundred-and twenty-five dollar fee 
will be worth it. Jim Farrell, a lean, bearded guy with a Western drawl, 
comes right out and announces he's a novice at wolf-trapping, though until 
he moved to Wasilla a couple of years ago, he trapped coyotes as part of 
Wyoming's predator-control program. Phil Rogers of North Pole is burly 
and talkative; he traps marten, wolverine, wolf, and other furbearers to earn 
money in the winter. A Delta River man hardly says anything, not even his 
name, but he pays close attention to the instructors and lets me drive his 
snowmachine. He wears a beaver hat the same coppery shade as his 
moustache; I never see his hair because he never, takes off his hat. Two 
young Norwegian exchange students from the University of Alaska came 
because they're just interested in trapping, or so they say. They scribble 
notes and snap photographs and speak to each other in low voices, and some
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of the hard-core trappers regard this suspiciously, as if the handsome youths 
might actually be animal-rights infiltrators.
It's hard to imagine the mountain men of yore registering for seminars 
in killing and skinning. When I signed up, organizer Steve Potter told me 
that for many years, wolf trapping in Alaska waned as trappers concentrated 
on easier, more lucrative furbearers such as marten and lynx. The body of 
lore gathered by old-time wolfers began fading away, like many skills of 
northern living. But in recent years, interest has grown as pelt prices began 
to improve and wolf populations increased. The Alaska Trappers 
Association founded the wolf trapping school to encourage new trappers and 
teach them the right way to go about it. In most parts of the country, people 
want to preserve wolves. In Alaska, some believe in preserving wolf 
trappers.
It's not an easy life. Fur prices and market demands can be fickle.
The weather can work against you. Animal populations fluctuate. The 
European Union threatens to ban imports of fur caught in leghold traps. 
Trappers don't get rich. And people who regard wolves as symbols of the 
wild don't appreciate seeing their symbols shot, trapped, and strangled in 
snares. Against all this, the trapper struggles to hold onto something that 
seems almost as elusive as the wolves they pursue: the chance to make a life 
out of wilderness.
Smart wolves and smart trappers share certain traits. Both must be 
exceptionally cautious and alert to the world around them. To outsmart the 
other, each relies on natural attributes—the wolf its superior sense of smell,
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the trapper his opposable thumbs and large brain. Technology is not enough 
to catch wolves. Instinct is not enough to evade trappers. Among wolves 
and trappers alike, the most successful individuals learn from their mistakes. 
But, as instructor Jim Masek reminds us, wolves risk far more than people 
do. .
“Humans— we take lots of lessons to learn things,” he says, unloading 
his trapping gear from his snowmachine. “Wolves, it's life or death for 
them. If they don't leam it once, it'll be something that kills them.”
Masek, thirty-nine, is not much interested in educating wolves. Long 
acknowledged as an expert trapper, he earned legendary status among his 
fellows in Febmary 1994 by capturing a dozen wolves in one set of snares 
and traps on the Minto Flats near Fairbanks. This act prompted the editor of 
The Alaska Trapper to suggest establishing a new unit of measure: a 
“Masek” of wolves. I remember feeling dismay and anger when I studied 
the newspaper photograph of Masek kneeling within a semicircle of dead 
wolves laid out like trout. It seemed so excessive and unnecessary. The 
article included Masek's account of how he lured the pack toward a 
boobytrapped moose kill. The young, inexperienced wolves stepped into 
traps first; the others panicked, bolting away from the scene and into other 
snares. Masek figured he'd eventually catch the few. who escaped, since they 
were deprived of their leaders.
Now that I see his boyishly rosy cheeks, blue eyes and straw-blond 
hair, Masek seems less like a bloodthirsty killer and more like what he is, a 
country boy who hails from Nebraska and South Dakota. His face, other 
trappers joke, is probably enshrined in wolf dens throughout Minto Flats.
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Masek is consumed by the hard work, the contest of wits, the outdoor life. 
This is a man who buys snare cable in ten-thousand-foot rolls, who owns a 
hundred wolf traps, who learned the feeding call of ravens so he can locate 
wolf kills. He lives alone out on Minto Flats in a log cabin he built on the 
Chatanika River. In winter, he rides his snowmachine twenty miles to the 
nearest road, and then drives another twenty miles to reach Fairbanks. In 
summer, he works for a big construction company, but you can see that the 
trapline encompasses his true existence.
On this snowbright afternoon along the icebound Chena River, we 
double up on snowmachines and skimmed along the river for a mile or so 
before stopping here. Sundogs hover in the hazy sky above us. Spruce and 
birch trees crowd the riverbanks, some of them tipping gradually into the 
river. Once we left the road, we enter an unpeopled wilderness that stretches 
east for thousands of miles to the other side of the continent. The keen air 
reddens our cheeks and noses, and we try not to step off the hard-packed 
snowmachine trail into deep snow, where we'll flounder and sink.
A successful trapper not only understands wolf behavior but uses the 
wolfs own nature against it. Anything unnatural troubles and worries a 
wolf, and trappers take advantage of this to manipulate or distract the 
animals. A trapper, for example, might hang a ribbon of surveyor's flagging 
to scare a wolf off the trail and into a trap or snare. A wolfs tendency to 
step over a twig planted in the trail can direct its foot into a trap.
Masek chose this place because wolves tend to relax a bit when they 
can see clearly around them. As he unloads his gear from his snowmachine 
sled, he compresses some of what he's learned in two decades of trapping
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into a few hours. Lesson Number One: The slightest sign of anything 
unnatural can spook a wolf, especially the reek of humans. Wolves have, as 
one biologist describes it, “a big honking nose and they really know how to 
use it.”
So don't spit, don't smoke, don't pee on the trail, Masek says. Keep 
clothing, gear, and equipment scrupulously free of disturbing scents. Use 
only clean, dry cotton work gloves. Prepare snares and traps by washing 
them in solvent or boiling them in water fragrant with local plants. Dye 
them black with logwood crystals to eliminate a distracting shine. Hang 
them outdoors away from human smells. Try not to contaminate them with 
sweat, fuel, and other scents while handling them. Make yourself null, a 
sensory void in the olfactory landscape.
Setting a trap in exactly the same spot where a wolf will step is a 
more challenging problem. Fortunately for trappers, wolves and other 
animals prefer trotting dead center along the trail of snowmachine tread. 
Human tracks, however, bother them, and snowshoe prints simply scare 
them off. (The trappers speculate about this more than once: Some lingering 
smell? An inbred association between snowshoes and traplines?) In the field, 
Masek works off the back of his snowmachine sled, standing on a rectangle 
of plywood to avoid disturbing the trail.
Masek holds up a trap, a No. 9 Manning that costs about a hundred 
dollars. The offset jaws spread into a nine-inch circle. When the jaws 
clamp shut, a three-eighths-inch gap remains between the steel arcs. The 
mechanism acts like a handcuff by grasping a knob above the foot rather
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than pinching the toes or cutting into the paw, causing less damage and pain 
to the wolf.
In his shop, Masek modifies his traps in various ways. He laminates 
an extra layer of steel along the jaws to strengthen and spread the holding 
surface, which is easier on the animal's leg. He also bolsters various parts so 
that wolves can't destroy them. “I've got traps that are almost mangled, with 
the pan crushed down, the trigger dog bent, toothmarks in the steel,” he says. 
“Wolves have tremendous force in their jaws so they can crush moose 
bones.”
Trappers are always fooling with gear, trying to build a better mouse 
trap, so to speak. Masek's been inventing. He holds up what he jokingly 
calls a “bed pan,” a round section of galvanized stove pipe that has been 
modified into a pan that can hold a No. 9 trap. The pan works like a cookie 
cutter in the snow, outlining the trap bed. The trap fits inside the pan, and 
Masek inserts the device into a small white garbage bag to prevent snow 
from clogging the jaws. He settles the pan into the trail bed and lightly 
brushes snow over the plastic cover with a small hand broom. “Usually you 
want to be able to see a gray shadow,” he says, straightening to study the 
way the trap barely darkens the snow.
The pan allows a snowmachine to drive across the trap without 
triggering it or pushing snow into the jaws. The trap lies concealed beneath 
the snowmachine track, with no visible sign to any wolf that lopes down the 
path. “Out on an open trail, they're bobbing around, enjoying the view, 
looking for a moose, and they'll step right into it and, poof, get nailed,” 
Masek says.
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Sometimes, something goes wrong. The wolf plants a foot on the 
trap, takes a few steps, and then the trap fires. “You've just educated one 
wolf,” Masek says flatly.
A trap can be used as a kind of trigger for snaring a pack. The first 
wolf along the trail steps into a leghold trap, causing the others to explode 
off the trail and bolt through the trees, where a score or more of wire snares 
fill most of the gaps and openings. Masek shows us how to hang the hand­
made snares by wrapping the stiff end of the holding wire around a sturdy, 
small tree. Each snare falls open about knee-high above the snow, opening 
into a seventy-two-inch loop. From a few feet away, we can't even see the 
snares dangling among the branches. The idea is that as the wolfs head 
enters the snare, its forward motion slips the loop closed. A small locking 
device prevents the snare from re-opening. When it works right, the wolfs 
struggle pulls the loop tighter, and the animal dies quickly from suffocation 
as its trachea collapses. .
Everything doesn't always work right, though. Sometimes a 
snowfall will raise the snowpack so that the snares no longer hang eighteen 
inches above the ground. Instead of naturally thrusting their heads through 
the loops, the wolves charge through them or step into them and become 
entangled. Sometimes wolves snared by the leg chew off their own limbs.
Masek knows many other ruses. He points out a piece of driftwood 
that would make a natural scent post, a place where wolves might stop and 
mark their territory. At such a spot he would set a trap beneath a pawprint 
and then recreate the track. He's studied the way male dogs lift their legs—  
where they stand, how high they spray. He takes out a duct-tape-wrapped
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bottle of dog urine and splashes it like canine graffiti into the snow, where it 
will attract the attention of passing wolves. Friends gather the urine from 
their dog yard; Masek warms it in the field by storing the bottle next to his 
snowmachine manifold.
He also saves frozen chunks of wolf urine from the trail, sometimes 
distracting and exciting one pack by marking their urine posts with scent 
from a different pack. Sometimes, if he catches an alpha female, he uses her 
urine to confuse her puppies; they sniff around, thinking she's nearby, and 
often blunder into traps.
This picture makes me imagine that when one wolf is caught, the 
others stick around, trying to figure out what's happening. Sometimes they 
do, Masek says, and sometimes they don't. “If an adult gets caught they may 
mill around. Half the time if it's a puppy, they might not even look back. If 
you get the adult, you may have caught the killer, the breeder, the smart one. 
Clip him and the rest have to work harder to live,” he says.
Someone asks what happens when the trapper returns to his line and 
finds a wolf waiting in a trap. “Some adults might howl and snap and lunge 
at you,” Masek says, his face revealing nothing. “A puppy tends to cower.
It won't make eye contact with you.”
I make myself think about this scene. I wonder what it's like to shoot 
a wolf that is looking at you with its amber eyes, rage or fear in its heart.
But I don't ask. It seems too personal, something between trappers and 
wolves. Part of me recoils from knowing, too, as if the explicit knowledge 
of death will make it my fault as well.
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Because I don't know wolves, I first think the black animal lying on 
the floor of the meeting hall that night is a sleeping dog. A large sleeping 
dog. I realize my mistake when I see its leaden stillness.
Fairbanks trappers Greg and Mike Chapin discovered the wolf this 
morning in one of their blind-set traps on the Chena River. Two wolves had 
followed the trail on and off for about four miles. They stepped over two 
traps before this wolf planted its foot into the third one, a No. 9 Manning 
leghold. For perhaps thirty-six hours, it waited in the trap before the 
brothers arrived. Greg Chapin killed it by shooting once with his twenty- 
two rifle crosswise through its chest. “It stood about three seconds and fell 
over,” he says.
The wolf is a young female, a yearling or a two-year-old. About the 
size of a German Shepherd, she weighs sixty-five or seventy pounds.
Ripples of silver highlight her black fur. She's still slightly warm. Greg, 
thirty-one, holds up a broad front paw, the one caught in the leghold, and 
says, largely for my benefit, “Not a broken tendon. The skin's not broken, 
nothing.”
The woodstove warms the room, and the trappers chat and joke while 
Greg begins skinning the wolf as it lies on a table. He's a beefy man with 
receding red hair that makes him look like a tonsured monk. He handles the 
wolf straightforwardly, not as if it were something revered nor reviled but 
simply a dead animal. Every winter he and his brother run their eleven-mile 
trapline along the upper reaches of the Chena River; they've taken as few as 
four wolves and as many as fourteen in a season.
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“I always start with the mouth,” he says, picking up a small, wickedly 
sharp knife and making short slicing strokes around the wolfs black lips. He 
peels back the snout; as soon as the nose flops loose, the animal loses some 
part of its wolf identity. I see the trappers looking at me sideways; they're 
wondering if I might start crying, or run outside, or throw up. But I can be 
as detached as they are, and so I simply sit taking notes, and soon they forget 
I'm there.
Chapin slits the hide from the paws up along the wrist, then breaks the 
joint at all four paws. A few men step forward to help him hoist the animal 
by its rear leg from a gambrel so that it hangs head down, blood pooling on 
the floor beneath it. After awhile, Chapin stuffs a wad of newspaper in its 
mouth to slow the blood.
Slowly he works off the hide, exposing the blue-red flesh and sinew, 
the stretch and compression of muscle and tendon. A wolfs thick fur 
sheaths the sleek architecture of something meant to run, to kill, to survive.
The talk turns to the uncanny nature of wolf senses. Chapin recalls a 
wolf he caught three months ago that was moving about a hundred yards in 
front of the pack. From the tracks, he saw that after the lead wolf was 
trapped, the others stopped, left the trail, and headed into the brush. A 
couple of weeks later, three wolves that he believes belong to a different 
pack traveled down the same trail. When they arrived at the spot where the 
first group departed, they also suddenly stopped and abandoned the trail, as 
if they knew something dangerous and disturbing awaited them. “So in their 
standing and dancing around, they communicated something,” Chapin says 
of the original pack.
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The trappers spend a lot of time this weekend exchanging similar 
wolf lore, mulling over what it all it means. Ben Hopson leaves skinned 
wolf carcasses near his traps to attract other wolves. Mike Johnson says 
such carcasses spook wolves in his part of the Brooks Range. Some believe 
that wolves notice stepping sticks placed in trails as clearly as if they were 
little signs that announce “Trap Ahead.” Others are convinced they work. 
Different wolf packs learn different things; the experiences of their leaders 
shape the group intelligence. This is how the trappers learn, too, by 
sharing knowledge difficult to come by.
“Another thing I know is that it's a lot easier to catch wolves in a bar 
than it is out on a river,” Chapin says, and others laugh knowingly.
Somebody asks Chapin about the fur's value. He studies the black 
hide, silver gleaming in it like light upon water, and says, “I wouldn't sell 
it for less than two hundred and probably two and a half.” When 
Fairbanks furbuyer Dean Wilson eyeballs it the next day, he pegs it at 
three hundred dollars; it would be worth more if the neck pile was deeper.
Chapin takes care with skinning because the demand for taxidermy 
mounts creates much of the wolf market. For some, the fur is not enough 
to evoke the wolf; it must be draped over a form and posed realistically 
with marbles for eyes. People also covet wolves as wall hangings and 
especially as trim for parkas, mitts, and other winter garments. Nearly 
three-quarters of wolf sales remain within Alaska, where it is not 
considered shameful to wear animal fur.
Several factors determine the value of a wolf pelt, most importantly 
size and color. Taxidermists love an Alaska wolf that's seven feet long or
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more, Wilson says; it just sounds good. This particular wolf stretches to 
about'seven feet, four inches. Color matters, too. Of all the wolf shades— 
gray, blue, red, white, black—white is the rarest. Also important are the 
fur’s depth and texture, particularly to parka makers. They want a ruff thick 
enough to swallow a prodding finger up to the second knuckle.
Chapin shares a cleaning tip with his fellow trappers. “When you got 
grays with a brown cast, wash ’em. Take ’em to a laundromat. It’s amazing 
how much of that is dirt.”
“What happens if you do that and they catch you?” someone calls out.
“They ask you not to come back,” Chapin answers with a grin that 
indicates he speaks from personal experience.
Conversations eddy as the hide slacks off the wolf. A raw, meaty 
smell and the hot stove make the room close and stuffy. The trappers stand 
around talking guy talk with their hands shoved deep in their pockets, their 
hats tipped back on their heads. They jaw about the merits of various 
snowmachines, the trapper’s iron dog. They compare the amount of fur in 
their parts of the country.
“Here's a trivia question,” Chapin announces. “How many toenails 
are there on an entire wolf?”
People shout out guesses. Eleven. Fourteen. Twenty. Never counted
'em.
The answer is eighteen. “Sixteen and two dewclaw nails,” says 
Masek, who leans against the wall with arms crossed. Masek knows 
everything there is to know about wolves, it seems.
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“How do you turn a fox into a wolf?” a trapper yells. “Marry her!” 
Gusts of laughter.
“Instead of a No. 9, it was a wedding ring, eh?” someone says. Guy
talk.
“How many trappers does it take to make popcorn?” No answer. 
“Three—one to hold the pan and two to shake the stove!”
Chapin finishes unpeeling the wolf, stripping it to a lean, whippet-like 
shape. The hide remains intact through the belly and chest. He pushes the 
wolfs ears inside out with the blunt end of a broomstick, so they will dry 
into their alert shape. Then he pulls the hide through itself, until the meaty 
side faces outwards. Now comes the most tedious task of all, fleshing the 
hide. Chapin drapes the fur over a fleshing beam, a hinged log attached to a 
stand. The butt of the beam rests against Chapin's leg as he scrapes away 
gobbets of meat with long knife strokes, trying to avoid nicking the pelt.
“You got to be really careful on the belly,” he warns. “The skin is 
really tender on the belly.”
The wolfs paws rest on the table behind him, the long, elegant bones 
ruddy with blood. Each foot is worth a dollar fifty; the penis bone brings 
another buck fifty. Indians use them to make breastplates that sell for ten- 
thousand dollars. An intact wolf skull brings twenty-five dollars, more for a 
large one. Scent glands from the feet, ears, tail, and anus, and such organs 
as the bladder, brains, and gall bladder are saved to age in a jar and use later 
as lure. Lure, I hear someone explain to the Norwegians, is like “perfume on 
a woman”; the scent intrigues and draws wolves to trap sets.
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The young black she-wolf has been transformed into an assemblage of 
products and possibilities: ornaments and fur, essences and emblems. She 
has literally been dismantled, and even examining her piece by bloody piece, 
I feel no closer to understanding the enigma of wolves. Something tightens 
in me when I think of the her terrible beauty, the lovely sharpness of her 
teeth, the predatory brilliance of her gaze. But that is only what I see. The 
trappers see a pelt, a paycheck, a trickster outwitted by a human. We're the 
ones who write the stories, and so what else can a wolf be except a symbol 
for everything good and bad about us, everything we want, everything we've 
lost?
Nearly three hours after beginning, Chapin makes his last fleshing 
strokes. He slips the hide, still inside out, over a stretching board shaped 
like a surfboard. The hide needs to dry for a day or so before it's ready to be 
tanned commercially. “Come in with three or four of these, you'll be up all 
night,” Chapin says, wiping his forehead with the back of his gory hand. To 
earn his three hundred dollars, he's spent perhaps thirty hours checking the 
trap, killing the wolf, and skinning the hide. It's not just the money he's after, 
he says. But when he tries to explain, all he can do is telegraph cliches:
“The challenge. Being outdoors. The wilderness.”
That night, most of us sleep in the same room, spreading our sleeping 
bags across couches and mattresses thrown on the floor. Here's another 
thing about trappers: they snore. The room seems to swell and toss on the 
waves of their long, shuddering breaths, the snores of the innocent, of men at 
peace with themselves. Someone talks to himself in the urgent dialect of 
sleep.
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In the comer, the wolf hide dries, shaped more rigidly than the wolf 
itself ever was. Sleep comes to me slowly in the hot, noisy room. I see the 
wolf running in a black ripple through the snow. I see the lustrous pelt 
hanging on my wall, where I can touch the shining fur every day. I could 
climb into it, peer through the eyeholes, wear the wolfs face like a mask. 
Embraced in a wolf skin, I could run for miles through the forest, searching 
for the smell of living blood. But I would wear death, too. I would look out 
into the world through the eyes of death.
In winter the flat, frozen surface of the upper Chena River becomes a 
boulevard for wildlife, where tracks inscribe the snow in a calligraphy of 
motion. Everything is going somewhere. I ride behind trapper Phil Rogers 
on his tabasco-red snowmachine, clinging to his stout midriff. The long, 
ivory hairs of his wolf ruff tickle my nose as I press my face against his 
back. Rogers shouts out track identifications as we skim across the snow: 
Moose. Marten. Fox. Wolf.
The wolf tracks emerge from the forest and dip onto the river, 
gradually curving across the channel. The trail arrows toward a downed 
spruce tree jutting across the river. Yellow snow around the tree indicates 
the wolves' interest; they've made it into a scent post. Several hundred yards 
later, the tracks separate around an overflow spot on the river, revealing 
three animals, probably young ones by the print size. Fur between their foot 
pads dragged as they walked, grooving the snow between tracks. The tracks 
seem so clear that I exclaim about their freshness, but Rogers points out the 
hoarfrost blurring the outlines.
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“The wolf makes his living with his feet,” is how state biologist Mark 
McNay had described it the night before. Packs travel continously as they 
search for game, often using the same routes year after year as they cover 
distances that average six-hundred to seven -hundred square miles. “To do 
that they really got to pick 'em up and put 'em down,” McNay said. Jim 
Masek once trapped a mangy wolf on the Minto Flats that had been radio­
collared on the Kenai Peninsula, a good five hundred miles by air to the 
south.
We follow the wolf tracks as if they were a story, and not far up the 
river, we come upon the climax. All that remains of the moose calf are 
scattered bits of fur and bone, and a jagged ridge of ribs. Ravens, foxes, and 
other animals trampled the snow, sharing the bounty. The experienced 
trappers speculate about where the cow's carcass lies— perhaps off the river, 
in the forest.
“You hear a lot about wolves killing the old, sick, weak and young, 
and there's some truth to that,” McNay explained. “A better and more 
accurate view is that wolves prey on vulnerable animals, old, young, middle- 
aged. . . . Any animals can be vulnerable if the wolves catch them in the 
right situation. Generally wolves don't.” Winter is all about vulnerability; in 
the deep Interior snows, moose find it difficult to move about on their 
willowy legs.
After hearing McNay's talk, I find it easier to imagine what happened 
here on the river. Killing is usually an exhausting, bloody business for the 
wolf and the moose. Generally, only the most experienced animals in the 
pack attack first, searching for a hold on the rump or nose, wearing away the
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moose's strength until they can force it down and feast on all the rich, 
nourishing blood and meat. The prey of wolves generally do not perish from 
anything as merciful as a crushed trachea; most die from shock and blood 
loss. More than one trapper remarks on the gruesome and often lengthy 
death of moose and caribou, but McNay pointed out the enormous size 
difference between a hundred-pound wolf and a thousand-pound moose. “I 
don't want to give the impression that wolves are somehow ruthless, 
abnormally aggressive killers,” he said. “That's the only way you can kill.
If you had to kill a moose with your mouth, you'd do it, too.”
The wolf does not automatically prevail, either. Moose can charge, 
fling off a wolf that's hanging by its jaws, kick viciously. Wolf autopsies 
commonly show fractured ribs, cracked skulls, even broken and rehealed 
legs. A moose can even throw jabs like a boxer, McNay noted, adding that 
he once saw a moose coldcock another moose. “But that's another story,” he 
said.
Trappers don't always find kills so well-devoured as this calf. “This is 
responsible in part for the idea that wolves are killing and ‘wasting’ meat,” 
McNay told us. “In many cases they kill, eat, and then travel and come 
back.” But the trappers do not seem entirely convinced that wolves 
subscribe to a philosophy of “waste not, want not.” During the weekend, I 
hear these characterizations, which I suspect are really justifications:
“When you see these wolves cruising down a river running, you 
realize they're nothing but a stomach and a set of jaws.”
“I've seen moose with their guts pulled out, and nothing eaten.”
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“Wolves are the biggest killers of wolves. It's not uncommon that 
they eat each other in traps. You can come back and find only the head.” 
“Last winter there was a tendency to kill for the fun of it. That's what 
they are—a killing machine.”
Now that this moose is dead, it represents a natural bait site for 
wolves, which tend to return again and again to kills, even if only to chew 
nostagically on a few bones. The trappers discuss where they would place 
their snares, the proper arrangement of traps. A raven flies overhead, and a 
veteran trapper from Tok turns his head to follow the black motion, his eyes 
as quick as a marten's. “If we could follow that raven, we'd find that cow,” 
he says mostly to himself. There are things about this killing place that I 
don't see, signs I can't decipher.
We return the way we came as the milky winter sky dims and the 
forest darkens around us. I try to identify the tracks we cross by their gait 
and size. The wolf trail, I see, makes the steadiest, deepest path through the 
snow. Wolves don't wander like dogs. They know where they're going. 
Sometime soon, they'll be back; they are always circling their world with 
their feet.
All weekend, I puzzle over Mike Johnson, the Brooks Range trapper, 
who wears a T-shirt portraying an Alaska wolf, the kind of romanticized 
shirt a tourist might buy. At first I wonder if the shirt is some kind of joke, 
like the T-shirts sold by the Alaska Trappers Association that say, “PETA: 
People for the Eating of Tasty Animals.” This is a poke at the animal rights 
group People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals.
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Johnson, fifty-four, traps on the Arctic Circle, thirty-five miles from 
Betties on the edge of the Brooks Range. He resembles a jovial Mennonite 
with his moustache-less beard and his wide, toothy smile. Unlike many 
trappers, Johnson works alone, living in his trapline cabin five months out of 
the year. To do that, a person must not mind his own company, nor the 
constant presence of winter. “I tell myself jokes out loud,” Johnson 
confides.
Johnson came to Alaska in 1971 coveting the same things most 
Alaskans desire—wilder country, a different kind of life. Eight years ago, 
after his marriage dissolved, he bought his trapline and moved north to live 
the way he had always wanted. In the summers, he runs halibut charter 
boats out of Homer.
“I don't know anybody who works harder than trappers for the 
money,” Johnson says. Trappers are people who cannot stand idleness, he 
tells me, and I can see this in him. This afternoon he explained to his 
colleagues how he survives on the trapline alone. He showed off the come- 
along winch he added to his snowmachine to hitch it out of bad spots, the 
complicated engine modifications, the hip boots he fashioned out of giant 
inner tubes so he won't freeze his feet in overflow. He painted his axe and 
the butt of his rifle fluorescent orange so he can find them against the snow.
This winter, Mike Johnson is going broke. He can't find enough 
marten, the trapper's bread-and-butter fur. He sold one snowmachine to 
make payments on the other. Johnson relates all this in the same cheerful 
tone he uses when he talks about why he loves trapping: “It's the attraction 
of the wild. It's the lifestyle. The challenge of doing what I'm doing.” The
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same words we all use, but he's the one curled in the dark bosom of the 
Brooks Range in January. When he visits his family in Indiana, they talk 
mostly about the price of com, which is a foreign tongue he used to know, 
and he looks out the window and thinks about coming home.
Wondering about the T-shirt, I ask him what he thinks about wolves.
“All the things you hear are probably true, good and bad,” he says, 
and then considers. “I love wolves. It would be a sad day if there were not 
wolves in this country.” Then he lowers his voice a little, as if he's telling a 
secret. “I'd rather have too many than not enough, to tell you the truth. I 
want there always to be wolves. Always, always.”
If trappers do not regard the wolf as a symbol of wilderness, perhaps 
it's because people who spend so much time working in the wilderness don't 
need symbols. Steve Potter is a large, good-natured man who can hardly 
find the words to describe the way he feels sometimes out there in the 
woods, under the innocent sky. He struggles to tell me the feeling that took 
him once as he watched a flock of snowy ptarmigan sweep across the black- 
green expanse of forest. After entangling himself in awkward words and 
long pauses, he finally gives up. You had to be there, is all he can say. But I 
know what he means. Being there means seeing all of it—what's painful and 
hard to watch, what's beautiful and impossible to express.
Trappers believe that if anyone understands nature, it's them, not the 
city folks who hang photographs of wolves on their cramped city walls and 
listen to recordings of wolf howls to drown out the sound of traffic and other 
kinds of emptiness. Greg Chapin rejects as well-meaning but misguided the 
notion that animals can and should die painlessly. “It would be neat if you
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could get the fur and let wolves go— like sheep,” he says. “But we can't.” If 
the wolf is just another animal out there trying to hustle up a living, well, 
then, so is the trapper. “I would never kill the last wolf. I don't hate wolves,” 
he says. “But (trapping) is no more cruel, no less cruel than anything that 
happens in nature. It's no less natural than the wolf killing the moose. The 
wolf kills the moose to eat it, and I kill the wolf.”
I envy his certainty; everything has its place in the world, including 
him. Anyone who hunts or traps must come to some similar reconciliation. 
Alaska's Native cultures encompass a complicated relationship with the 
animals they kill, because their own survival—spiritual and physical— 
depends on a respectful attitude toward their fellow creatures. Most trappers 
employ less formal and articulate relationships, but what seems like 
callousness is often, I believe, something closer to affection. In Alaska 
Trapper magazine, a young man writes of a lonely winter working his 
trapline on the Black River, two hundred miles northwest of Fairbanks and 
as far from anywhere as you'll find. For months a lone grey wolf shadowed 
his cabin. “It was just he and I here on the Black, and I felt an affinity 
growing between us,” the trapper says. In January, the trapper discovered 
his “befriended w olf’ in a Number Nine: “Soon he was sharing a ride in my 
sled with a marten. Now I was alone on the Black.” As I read this account I 
wonder which seems worse, to kill an animal you feel a kinship with, or to 
kill an animal you feel nothing for?
I worry over this problem during the weekend, returning to it again 
and again, the way wolves return to a killing place. First I think of animals I 
ate during the weekend that I didn't kill: Moose. Black bear. Cow. Pig.
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Northern pike. I didn't even say grace beforehand. Even as a vegetarian, I 
could shed the conceit of guilt only if I didn't know that my mere presence in 
Alaska requires space, habitat, resources that animals depend on. And if I 
didn't wear fur, I would wear more manufactured gear: petroleum-based, 
nonrecyclable, nonrenewable garments. A trapper tells me, “Fur is organic.
It doesn't ruin one thing in the woods to use it.” Except the animal itself, of 
course.
When eventually I ask Steve Potter about killing wolves in a 
circuitous and abstract way, he explains without hedging, as if this is 
something he’s thought about a lot. After all, he's been trapping since he was 
a kid, and now he's teaching his own eleven-year-old son to catch marten 
and beaver. “The way I feel is, there’s no difference between a wolf and a 
mouse,” he says. “They’re each a life, and you can’t take any life lightly. 
When you come on an animal alive, you want to dispatch it as quickly as 
you can.”
It sounds right that a person shouldn't distinguish between the value of 
a mouse and the value of a wolf. Still, I can't shake the sense that killing a 
wolf is different somehow. Does the wolf recognize impending death, 
having delivered it so often?
Delicately, I ask again, this time a coworker who traps recreationally. 
Once, Norm says, looking away, he found a wolf alive in a trap. But he 
didn't have a gun to kill it. So he attached a Conibear trap used for killing 
wolverines to a stick and poked the contraption at the wolf. The wolf 
snapped at the trap and the trap snapped back, catching the wolfs jaw and 
immobilizing it. Then Norm smashed the wolfs skull with a stick,
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shattering the ridge above its eye and killing it instantly. “It was a messy 
death;” he says, regret shading his voice. “It was beneath its dignity.”
Norm's story makes me feel a little weak inside, because he's saying 
wolves do require a separate honor. It's true that I can also think of worse 
fates for an animal. Zoos, for example, and the way all wild animals go 
blank in cages, as if some part of them is not there. Neglected dogs chained 
in suburban yards. Cats abandoned to pounds. A thousand kinds of death 
await animals, none easy. It's the deliberateness of killing an animal, 
whether for food or fur, that seems like a barbaric throwback, something 
humans used to do until we evolved into the kind of creature that doesn't 
need to kill to survive. Yet, anyone who eats a Big Mac or an Easter lamb or 
a slab of salmon prepared by a fancy chef has simply delegated the killing to 
others. We want to believe a wolf has more intrinsic value than a chicken 
raised in an industrial coop. A wolf means more to us because we've made it 
something more; we believe it lives the life we want to live. But most 
wolves perish no more nobly than chickens. Biologist David Mech has said 
that a wolf usually dies in one of two ways. It starves to death, or another 
wolf eats it.
Still, some would argue, people have no place within these events; 
what happens in nature is none of our business. I used to feel this way 
myself, that the mere presence of a human in the wilderness was enough to 
taint it forever. That a wolf would kill a wolf seemed acceptable because it 
was “natural”; that a man would kill a wolf, unforgivable. I've used the 
same tone other nature lovers do as they talk about the “natural circle of life” 
in hushed and reverent tones, as if it were a church we could never attend
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but only stand outside and listen to the godly and mysterious harmonies 
issuing from within. The circle of life revolves within the circle of death, 
each wheeling about the other in great concentric spirals. Humans, like 
wolves, have never been anything else but killers.
When trapping school is over, and the trappers have all returned to 
town or to their traplines, I cross the frozen lake just past nightfall and wait 
by the narrow road for my ride home. The temperature floats into the 
thirties, and the air seems impossibly warm, comforting. Behind thin clouds, 
the moon blurs.
I think about wolves. In these two days of talking about trapping, the 
only thing missing was the wolf itself. I have seen the deliberate pace of its 
tracks, the scattered remains of its meals, the stripped cipher of its carcass. 
Harder to picture is the elusive, living creature, the shape of its eyes, the heat 
of its breath, the way its tail plumes behind as it runs.
I've only seen a wolf once, during a fall drive through Denali National 
Park. The wolf was the color of a clouded sky. A radiocollar ringed its 
neck, a constant insult to its supple motion. The wolf padded steadily down 
the middle of the road, as if it had a long way to walk. People yanked their 
cars to the roadside to let the animal pass and then hung their heads from 
windows, following with their eyes. A man standing outside his car to scan 
a hillside closed the door against himself, like a shield.
We all looked hungrily at the wolf, because not often will a wolf pass 
a few feet away from you without intervening bars or fences. My first 
thought— what a big dog—evaporated the moment I glimpsed its eyes—not
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the color, which I don't remember, but the inner, private light. The wolf 
glanced neither right nor left, but only ahead, as if none of us were there. 
Down the road it walked for miles, and we all looked and looked.
Not far from where I wait this night, wolf tracks course down the 
frozen Chena River. Somewhere out there, wolves lope through the dark, or 
sleep, or kill. Somewhere out there, a wolf waits in a trap, anchored to 
approaching death. The wolf is a predator. The wolf is prey.
All those who care about nature fashion a private covenant with it. 
Some people love wilderness best from a distance; it's the easiest way, this 
unconditional love. Totems of wildness substitute for wildness itself. Put a 
poster of a wolf on the wall and admire it like a movie star, like someone 
you wish you were. Whatever happens in the wild happens without you, 
because you are no part of it.
Some people draw near to wilderness, into a harder but truer place. 
They kill animals to eat them or wear them or sell them, never looking away 
from what they are about to do. By acknowledging the death that arrives 
through their own hands, surely they secretly wonder if they can't somehow 
master the way death will come to them.
And some people, like me, want to look. We want so much to 
belong to nature, to be kin to every part of its difficult beauty, but in the end, 
we turn away. All we can do is follow the tracks, knowing that some day, 
the wolf will circle around to us. •
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1 Looking for O tters
At north Bridget Cove, a bluff of slate and greenstone wedges into the 
beach, the plateau crowned by rain forest. It wasn't easy, clambering forty 
feet up this stony prow for a better look across the water. Otter biologists 
call this kind of high, protected place an “altar,” and it's tme I feel something 
like a supplicant as I kneel in the moss to study the oddments strewn beneath 
a twisted young hemlock. My hands drift among the broken shells. A half­
dozen sea urchin tests lie cracked into green and lavender hollows. Blue bay 
mussels scatter in pearly constellations, and chalky steamer clams rest in the 
downy moss like weathered bones. A few drops of rainwater pool in 
lustrous curves that once cupped briny, living flesh. The water spills across 
my hands as I turn the shells over, fingering their coolness.
Once it would have puzzled me to find these shells washed up at the 
foot of trees, so high above the tideline. Now I recognize the leavings of 
otters, who scampered up the bluff more effortlessly than I. They search out 
high reaches to eat chitons, mussels, octopi, herring, urchins, crabs, and 
whatever else they've gathered. Despite the meal's marine character, these 
were not the sea otters of Southeast Alaska's outer, wilder coast, but river 
otters. Sometimes people call them land otters, the ambiguity of the name 
reflecting the way they forage at sea and along rivers, lakes, and coastlines, 
but den, sleep and give birth in the forest. Few animals are so fluent in the 
ways of both water and earth.
I struggle out of my daypack and lean against a rock so I can scan the 
water. Bridget Cove puckers the coast forty miles north of Juneau in a
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rumple of rocky beaches and shoals. Mab Island floats a few hundred yards 
away; a forested buoy that shields the cove from northerly winds funneled 
through Lynn Canal. The water's surface gathers rare July sunlight and 
tosses it about frivolously, like small change. High tide brims against the 
shoreline. Maybe I'll get lucky. Maybe an otter will come along.
It pleases me how easily I can name what I see. I learned something 
about otters from a naturalist named Richard Carstensen, a man who 
observes the world with the devotion of a monk and the acuity of a scientist. 
Richard is the kind of person who each March writes down the exact date 
that varied thrushes return. He can fit together Lilliputian bones of a 
meadow vole teased from an owl pellet, or draw in fine, stippled detail the 
sassiness of a red squirrel or the wingstroke of a Canada goose in flight. 
Every scrap of information, every act of attention, weights his ideas about 
forest succession, glacial uplift, ecosystems. “We're not just tracking otters, 
or voles, or bears,” Richard likes to say. “We're tracking something larger.” 
He calls it natural history, but I'd call it what happens when we're not 
looking, the way the world shapes and scars and rearranges itself, leaving 
behind the spoor of glaciers, rain forests, otters.
No tracks brand this high point, but the duff doesn't lend itself to the 
footprints of otters. I'd know them if I saw them. One misty spring 
morning, Richard led me and other novices along the banks of Eagle River, 
twenty miles to the south. We knelt to study five-toed otter tracks pressed 
into glacial silt so clearly we could distinguish claw points and even 
webbing between the hind toes. At three inches or so across the tread, an 
otter's prints spread large enough to be mistaken for a dog's. A dog has four
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toes, though, and usually lacks the sense of purpose revealed in the direct 
course of an otter.
By learning to read tracks, to name what I see, I understood for the 
first time the way every living thing somehow inscribes its passage through 
the world. All we need do is look for the markings, decipher the signs. Now 
when I tramp through the tidal meadows near Eagle River, where the sea 
floods the delta twice a day, I search along salt marshes and riverbanks for 
clues. Sometimes the grass reveals where otters have wrestled beach rye 
into secret beds to mark their territories. Along a grassy dike, rain dissipates 
otter scat dense with thready fish bones and the rosy splinters of tiny shells, 
and I kneel to sniff the pungent odor so I will recognize the territory of 
otters. I peer into shadows eddying below spruce trees, looking for dens 
hollowed among the roots. Beside sloughs I inspect mud for skidmarks that 
show where otters slip into the water.
Once near Eagle River, a friend spied on a family of five otters 
frisking on a slide. She described the way they splashed into the slough and 
then romped back up the bank, over and over. It was as if a magician had 
parted the curtains for a few moments to reveal backstage sorcery usually 
unwitnessed. My friend's account of the otters' unselfconscious play fills me 
with envy and longing. I have walked and walked along those banks, hoping 
my steps would somehow pay the price of admission to such a sight. The 
search leaves me kneeling in the rain poking at bones, or stooping low to the 
ground as I follow tracks, hoping to look up and see the animal pausing to 
look back at me.
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I suppose by looking for otters, I am trying to name the world. 
Porcupine, beaver, marten, and bear: I recognize the eccentricities of their 
prints. I can distinguish a hermit thrush from a varied thrush by sight and by 
sound. From afar I know the difference between a sea lion and a harbor seal 
by the shape of their heads, their motion through waves. Field guides to 
birds and flowers, mushrooms and mammals, become as books of the Bible 
(let us now turn to the Book of Peterson). Paging through pictures and 
descriptions, I try to divine a deeper meaning from names both English and 
Latin, echoes of my forgotten Catholicism. Corvus corax, I murmur at the 
derisive croak of a raven. Strongylocentrotus droebacheiensis, I sound out, 
wondering how the name of a sea urchin can stretch longer than its spines. I 
intone scientific nomenclature as if reciting fragments of lost poems: 
Nereocystis luetkeana. Bull kelp. Ursus arctos horribilis. Brown bear. 
Lutra canadensis. River otter. Say it again, like an incantation: Lutra 
canadensis.
Names are the tracks people leave, autographing the world as we go 
along, practicing Adam’s original trade. We name and name, believing that 
once we name something, we know it, we own it. It is a comforting act. I 
think of early explorers to Alaska, who often called strange marine creatures 
they encountered by the common names of animals already known to them. 
Perhaps they craved some familiar hold on a landscape that must have 
overwhelmed them. So the sea otter was known to Vitus Bering's 1741 
expedition to Alaska as “sea beaver.” Sailors knew the fur seal as a “sea 
cat” by its long, feline whiskers. Russian hunters called the gentle northern 
manatee a “sea cow” and ate them into extinction within a quarter-century.
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George Steller himself, the first Western naturalist on these shores, lent his 
nam eto the sea cow, the sea lion, and the brilliant blue jay that stays the 
winter. A mysterious creature he glimpsed in the Gulf of Alaska he called a 
“sea ape.” Each creature was likened to some unrelated animal rather than 
being named for itself, seen for its own remarkable self.
I am no different. I take refuge against the heave and tangle of life by 
classifying, ordering, sorting out the world and its belongings. Not content 
to simply admire the pink blush of a certain flower that grows in the shade of 
a giant Sitka spruce, I hunt through a wildflower guide, comparing 
photographs, reading descriptions, finally discovering what I believe to be 
its “true” name: Calypso bulbosa. Calypso orchid. And yet, when I look 
from the picture back to the flower, the bloom trembles slightly in the 
breeze, not any truer than it was a moment before, nor any pinker, nor any 
lovelier. •
Name all you want, and see where it gets you. What can names reveal 
of the world? They say nothing of the raven's glottal stops, the urchin's slow 
creep through life, the supple way bull kelp travels with the tide, the bend of 
rye grass before a southeasterly. Naming is a way to assemble the realm 
before you, the way Richard Carstensen can reconstruct the splintered 
scaffolding of a vole.
Still the name is not the thing, just as a five-toed track etched in wet 
sand is not an otter. A name, though useful, cannot draw the world any 
closer, nor make it any dearer. A name, in fact, can veil the purity of sight 
so delicately that you never notice that you do not see. A sea lion is no lion 
at all. A brown bear is not horrible. And George Steller walked this
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continent but a single day before sailing back across the cold Bering Sea, 
leaving only his name behind.
So I look for otters. I walk along the sloughs, ascend altars, wait by 
the shore for the world to reveal itself. It did once at Point Louisa, where it 
is said the Auk Tlingits left their dead shaman on his passage to another 
realm. On a sunny morning, as I sat on a cold rock just above the high tide 
line, an otter slid ashore a hundred feet away, a small flounder clamped in its 
mouth. I  stilled myself. The otter gulped the fish in a few swallows, using 
clever paws to cram in the white flesh. Somehow the act of eating, the most 
ordinary and necessary event of life, became something miraculous because 
I was witnessing a creature completely at ease in its universe, a universe 
perceptible only for a moment. The otter slipped back into the bay, and I 
leapt up and scrabbled across seaweed-covered rocks to the water's edge. It 
glided past me just below the surface, a shadow that did not even dimple the 
membrane separating this world from that. So smoothly, so elegantly, did 
the animal swim that it seemed an idea given shape and purpose by the sea 
itself.
Decades ago, the Tlingits left a dead shaman in a gravehouse not far 
from where I saw the otter. George Thornton Emmons, a 19th-century 
friend of Tlingits, wrote that they considered the river otter most powerful of 
all animal spirits, and essential to the shaman's strength. A man who would 
become a shaman entered the forest and fasted for days or weeks, chewing 
only the bitter bark of devil's club. When an otter appeared to the novice, he 
killed the animal by shouting a certain sound four times, in four different 
notes. Then he cut out the otter's tongue, wrapped the sliver of flesh in a
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bundle of twigs, and wore the amulet around his neck so that it dangled over 
his breast.
I am not a shaman, and I cannot expect to know the true names of 
animals, or how to call them to me, or the proper way to carry their tongues 
near my heart. What I really want—others confess this longing, too—is for 
the land to possess me, to name me. Thus the compulsion to recite all the 
names scribed in all the books, even though the world does not require me to 
unscroll the register of names, to labor at Adam's task, to trace the 
handwriting scrawled across the universe. Somewhere in the list, I'm 
looking for my name. But I try to remember something related by Richard 
Carstensen, a man who can name, a man who knows much more than 
names. He paraphrased an observation by Northrop Frye: “People spend a 
lot of time trying to figure out who they are. The real question is not who am 
I, but where is here?” And so I answer:
Here is a summer day on an uninhabited cove scalloped by an ocean 
perpetually arriving from somewhere else. Forty feet above the beach, on a 
stone plateau rimmed by rainforest, a woman fingers the cracked shells of 
creatures that once lived within the clock of tides. Some sleek, dark animal 
carried them up this bluff, far above the pull of water, and pried them open 
to gulp the cool, saline flesh. You can call this place an altar. You can 
name the shells. It does not matter to the woman. She lies against the green 
mat of living moss and closes her eyes. The sun circumnavigates the sky 
and the ocean sucks mildly at the shore and a gleaming black bird swoops 
over the promontory, taking a better look at the world naming itself.
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" What We Remember
I was not surprised when my Grandmother Helen said the Christmas 
tree spoke to her. “I was hanging ornaments,” she said, “and everything got 
all bright and glowing, and I heard a voice from somewhere near the trunk. 
And the voice said, ‘Everything is going to be all right.’ ”
I didn't laugh. The membrane between this world and another stretches 
dangerously thin in her house. Once, three Mormon ladies came to the door 
to share the words of Joseph Smith with possibly the only Catholics in 
Pleasant Grove, Utah. My grandmother politely invited them in for cherry 
pie. After they departed, their shades remained for days and days, three 
prim phantasms roosting on the living room sofa. My grandmother remains 
annoyed; she lowers her voice whenever she tells this story, as if those three 
righteous women might be hovering about the house still, or perched on the 
couch listening to us gossip.
I studied the questionnaire I was supposed to fill with details of my 
grandmother's life, but nowhere did it ask about supernatural visitations, 
oracular Christmas trees, or other such visions. The questionnaire was my 
mother's idea. She wanted me to record valuable family information while I 
was visiting my grandparents. The implication was: while they're still alive. 
Grandma didn't think much of the idea. She told me to write on the 
questionnaire: “I'm here. That's it. Settle for that.” She said to add, “None 
of your business,” and watched as I wrote that down, too.
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I read the first question out loud anyway: “This is what I remember 
about my grandparents.” Then I waited, pen poised, for her answer, thinking 
about my own memories.
When I was five, we lived with my grandparents in their sober brick 
home set among the suburban orchards of Utah. My younger sister and I 
slept downstairs, in a subterranean bedroom with a cold linoleum floor and 
one small window floating high near the ceiling. Thinking back, it always 
seemed like dusk in that room, even on a summer afternoon, but maybe I 
imagine that. Whenever I visit, I avoid this room because of a dream I had 
there. In the dream, my sister and I were lying in our beds in the room. 
Suddenly I knew that everyone in the house but us had disappeared, blinked 
out, as if they had never existed. Thirty years later, I still feel the dread 
creeping through my heart. In the vague light sifting through the window, I 
stood by my sister's crib, gripping the polished wooden bars, and watched 
her sleeping form. Then she vanished, leaving me alone in the silent, 
darkening house. This dream is my earliest memory of my grandparents’ 
home.
My grandmother remembers her youth with the vividness most people 
derive from trips to distant and exotic countries. As she talked, I wrote on 
the questionnaire what she recalled best: The way almond bisque ice cream 
tasted in the soda parlor where she dished up sundaes for years. The time 
she and her father traveled from Steubenville, Ohio, to Pittsburgh,
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Pennsylvania, on the train so he could buy upholstery material. Her mother's 
miraculous seventeen-inch waist.
The recent past is a different country, where the scenery blurs, passing 
too abruptly to absorb in detail. To my grandmother, the present is almost 
useless because it becomes the past so quickly. Often she simply doesn't 
recall events of a moment ago, yesterday morning, or last year. She mixes 
things up. What happened months past might seem to have occurred just 
this afternoon. Eventually it all seeps away, as if the hours and days have 
grown as indistinguishable as blades of grass crowding a meadow.
Filling out my mother's questionnaire took a long time, because my 
grandmother looped through her memories two or three times before 
surrendering her thought and moving on. As she named lifelong friends who 
belonged to her Thursday afternoon Lunch Bunch, she added, “All of their 
husbands are dead now, you know.” A pause, and with no inkling that her 
mind had skittered down this course before, she said, “You know Vera and 
Margaret and my Lunch Bunch? All of their husbands are dead now.” 
Another moment and, thinking of her friends again, she sighed and said, 
“You know my Lunch Bunch. All of their husbands are dead now.”
She forgets things: where she put the meatballs for the spaghetti, or 
her youngest daughter Barbara. Barb and her husband, Ray, live downstairs; 
they take care of Grandma, but most of the time she believes congenial 
strangers live in her house. Once Grandma bumped into Barb in the hallway 
and said, “Excuse me, I'm looking for my daughter. Have you seen her?” 
Another time, she told Barbara defensively, “I know who you are. Your
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father told me.” Sometimes when she does recognize Barb and Ray, she's 
convinced they're trying to steal everything she owns.
Over the years, the family proposed various theories to account for her 
eccentricities. I sometimes wondered if she isn't simply unspooling her 
mind, drifting through life an easier way. Barb suspects she wants to forget 
what's unpleasant. Crazy as a loon, is what Mom says, not crazy as a 
diagnosis,' but as a word that implies the way her mother is spinning away 
from us, beyond our reach. Grandma knows she forgets. She even jokes 
about it. She says she can't be bothered with details anymore -- what day it 
is, the names of great-grandchildren, whether she ate breakfast already. A 
doctor mentions “Alzheimer's-related syndrome,” a diagnosis so vague and 
hopeless that it deflects any attempt at treatment.
She does strange things. She makes the household dogs wear socks 
outside so their paws won't get cold. She reads Ed McMahon's missives 
(“You may have already won $10 million!”) and believes them. Once my 
mother had to rush home because Grandma was doing harmful things to 
herself, things Mom can't tell me, things I don't even want to know.
I turned the questionnaire over, and read aloud the next topic my 
mother had proposed: “Things I would like to be remembered for.”
Grandma thought a moment and said, “My pies.”
I am mixing up time myself. Things I want to write in present tense 
have already happened, and it seems unfair to pretend otherwise, to portray 
them in perpetual motion, always and forever just happening. There is no 
true way to pin memory to paper, anyway, no grammar that reveals the
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uneven texture, the density, the peculiar gravity of the past invoked. I can 
only write it down as best I remember. Was it midsummer or fall, the time I 
rocked in the creaky chair on their patio and watched the moon blush during 
an eclipse? It must have been midsummer; yes, I was fifteen, or maybe 
fourteen, visiting for two weeks, I had saved all my babysitting money for a 
year, and now it returns to me, the incense of blooming roses, the semaphore 
of fireflies, the murmur of Grandmother's voice in the dark as she talked 
about a man she had once run off with when she was seventeen. She never 
said his name, and I don't know why she returned on that train to my 
grandfather's earnest courtship, to Steubenville, to the life that coursed as far 
as this summer evening. The patio chairs were aqua blue, rusting in the 
bends and fraying in the seat. The chairs scraped against the cement as we 
rocked and rocked, and after a while I noticed we had edged toward the 
lawn, closer to the cool, dark grass disappearing into a night lit by a ruddy 
moon.
When I am tempted to invent, to spackle over tiny gaps, to embroider 
what I did not notice well enough, or did not cling to faithfully enough, then 
I realize what a flimsy business this is, remembering somebody, 
remembering yourself, simply remembering. The past is not what happened, 
but what you recall. In the end, it becomes too much to endure, discovering 
how easily these delicate tendrils fade away, knowing that memories become 
a box of stones, smooth and cool from years of polishing.
Uncle Bob came home from visiting Grandma in the hospital and said, 
“Well, I killed Dad again today.”
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It wouldn't stick in her head, the unbearable fact pf her husband's 
death: For the past forty years, my grandmother's life has scrolled by so 
uneventfully that I often believed her corroding memory was her way of 
escaping boredom. Forty years in the same house, forty years of Thursday 
shopping expeditions with the Lunch Bunch, forty years of waiting for her 
husband to return from the night shift at the steel mill, or the golf course, or 
Deer Lake.
And one day she slipped on a wet spot on her kitchen floor, fell, and 
broke her kneecap. While she was in surgery, my grandfather, a once-hale 
man chained to a respirator, began gasping for breath. Ray helped him into 
the truck for a trip to the doctor's, and Granddad closed his eyes and died 
before they left the driveway.
Barbara says he chose the moment, died that way to spare his wife, 
but I don't believe that. He knew she could not untangle life from moment 
to moment. How would she ever keep it straight, the way he suddenly 
disappeared from the house, from her life?
I went to visit her, afraid she wouldn't remember me, but when I 
opened the hospital room door, she smiled and held out her soft, pale arms 
for a hug. At first, my voice sound false and cheery, like a nurse's. Her hair 
was whiter than I remembered; for years she tinted it with Lipton's Tea, but 
lately she had surrendered that vanity. A brace engulfed her thigh and shin 
but exposed the swollen, bruised knee thatched with purple stitches. Her 
blue eyes seemed watery and weak. She wore a peach nightie, one of pastel 
flocks that fill her drawers at home.
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“So, I hear the nurses need hockey masks,” I joked. This was something 
I could do. I could make jokes. My mother and Aunt Barb laughed, but 
Grandma looked confused.
“Did I do something again?”
“Decked the nurse,” I said, just as my mother explained soothingly, “You 
didn't know where you were last night, dear, and you tried to leave, and 
when the nurse came to help you back to bed, you hit her.”
“Oh, well, I could have,” Grandma said, flexing her biceps with mock 
bravado.
“That's my grandma,” I said, patting her hand.
On the way from the airport, Mom told me about Grandma's panic, the 
way she hobbled out of bed on her broken kneecap, ripping out the IV, blood 
running all over. When the nurse tried to grab her arm to stop the bleeding, 
Grandma slugged her right in the face.
A young doctor eased in, consulting a clipboard. He looked a little 
disconcerted to see the room filled with people, to see my grandmother 
smiling and joking, despite all that had happened.
“This is my granddaughter,” Grandma said. “She came here all the 
way from Fairbanks, Alaska. I visited there once for something. Didn't I?” 
“Graduation,” I said. “You came up when I graduated from college.” 
“And didn’t I write something on the pipeline? What was it?” She 
pressed her finger to her bottom lip, frowning. ‘
“That's right,” I said, relieved at this unexpected recollection. I had 
forgotten myself. On a bare May day, I drove her out to Fox, and we 
scribbled graffiti on the trans-Alaska Pipeline with black markers.
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“Something about Reagan,” I suggested.
‘Up yours, Reagan,’ ” she remembered suddenly, and the doctor 
plopped into a chair, he laughed so hard.
This is what we say about Grandma these days: At least she's still her 
old funny self. At least her personality hasn't faded, too, thank God.
Barb and Mom leaned over and kissed Grandma good-bye; they had 
arrangements to make, the house to clean, people to call. When the door 
sighed shut, I pulled a chair over to the bed and took her cold, veined hand. 
“I'm so sorry,” I said. “I miss him already.”
My grandmother said, “I dreamed he called me last night and he said, 
‘From the moment I saw you in that dance hall, I knew I would marry you.’” 
A moment's pause. My grandmother said, and now she was weeping: “I said 
something mean to him, I can’t remember what it was, if only I could take it 
back, what did I say? I can't remember.”
And then, forgetting again what she has already said, my grandmother 
repeated, “I dreamed he called me last night and he said, ‘From the moment 
I saw you in that dance hall, I knew I would marry you.’ ”
I could not sleep in their house anymore. I lay on the downstairs 
couch, blanket pulled to my chin. I left the light on. I was afraid I would 
hear my grandfather in the next room, hear the snip of scissors and clunk of 
tools against the table as he tied flies, or the hollow roll of a golf ball across 
the linoleum floor as he practiced with his automatic putter in the dark, or 
worse, his footsteps coming toward me. I did not want to see him again; I 
would not know what to say to my grandfather's ghost.
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Other specters wander freely through this house. Once my mother 
and grandmother saw the two blond heads of the neighbor children bobbing 
past the kitchen counter. The children, however, lived in Germany at the 
time. “They just came for a visit,” Grandma said.
She's told me about the way she can leave her body, just float out of it 
at will, and look down at herself in bed. I used to worry that someday she 
wouldn't find her way back.
Sometimes I think I sense other presences when I waken there at 
night, but then, I've always been afraid of the dark, and afraid of sleeping 
alone. I felt relieved when my sensible brother-in-law admitted seeing 
something odd in the downstairs bedroom one night, some strange, glowing 
shape in the dark.
Lying cloaked in 2 a.m. loneliness, I remembered a delusion that 
overcame me here nights when I was a child. While everyone else slept, I 
listened to the sound of marching in the night. Thump-thump, thump-thump. 
It was my heart, but I didn't know it. When it became too much to bear, I 
slipped out of bed and groped my way to the staircase. On hands and knees 
I crawled up to the landing, where I sat in the dark, waiting to be found or 
stolen, I was never sure which.
The day of Granddad's wake, I sat alone in the kitchen and 
contemplated the things that have anchored my childhood for the past thirty 
years with a weight heavier than their actual being. Commemorative 
bourbon bottles shaped like Elvis and Texas line the kitchen cupboards. 
Another generation of feral cats, skittish and lean, hovers by the kitchen
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door, hoping for scraps. The barrel-shaped bar that slow Uncle Leroy made 
at the'institution for people like him. Wicker chairs, collapsing into 
themselves. Junk drawer crammed with Juicy Fruit, nail clippers, golf tees, 
coupons. Kachina dolls brooding in their wall nook. Things I never think 
about away from this house but expect to see every time I come.
I went into their room and stretched across their bed. Riven gray 
trunks of cherry trees crowded the window, filling the room with a dim 
green aquarium light. It was all the way I remembered it. The closet 
jammed with shopping bargains that Grandmother, a profiteer in polyester, 
gathered against a possible future shortage of leisurewear. Clots of 
necklaces and earrings spilling from jewelry boxes. When I was little, I was 
fascinated by the quick play of her white hands as she stood looking in the 
dresser mirror. She twisted her hair into a bun with a few strokes, thrust 
tortoiseshell combs into it, then patted it all into place. From portraits I 
know she was a beautiful young woman; I mean drop-dead gorgeous, with 
creamy skin, brilliant blue eyes, delicate gold finery of unbound hair. It's 
almost painful to think of the way faces sag into their lives.
I remembered the night I sprawled across this bed with my sister and 
grandmother, listening to a cheap plastic record player spin the theme from 
"Love Story" thirty or forty times in a row. I had always been a little jealous 
of my sister because when she was bom, my grandmother knew the exact 
moment, though she was five hundred miles away from my mother's birth 
agonies. I always wondered why Grandma had not divined the moment of 
my birth. But here, on her bed, I confessed deep and lasting passion for Eric 
Petty, a boy three years my senior who had recently French-kissed me for
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the first time. Grandma's turn, and she said, “Sometimes I go without 
underwear just to give your grandfather a thrill.”
Their bed was so large because Grandpa's skin radiated heat, as if his 
years working at the open hearth of Geneva Steel fevered him. Grandma 
said, “I can't sleep next to him. He bums me.”
At night I listened to my heart march through my chest, listened to people 
vanish from the house all around me.
I am trying to remember my grandfather's face. It is easier if I wear 
his mouse-brown felt Stetson. My grandfather owned many hats. I sorted 
through soft drifts on the hall closet shelves: the plaid golf berets, the 
fishing caps grimy with slime and dirt, and his good hats, the dignified 
Stetsons. “Can I have one of Granddad's hats to remember him by?” I 
asked, and Grandmother said, “Sure, honey, take anything you like.”
Whenever I wear his hat, I am surprised at how well it fits; I would 
have thought his head larger than mine. It looks good on me, and it helps 
me remember him: the broad nose, the high color from being a redhead, or a 
steelworker, or an outdoorsman. His wide hands could wrestle steel around 
or tie bits of fluff and feather into lures that could outwit genius trout. He 
was tall: I only reached his chin, and he towered more than twelve inches 
over his five-foot wife. He would slump into his chair, pipe clamped 
between his teeth, legs stretched out, and read biographies, Westerns, entire 
spy novels at a sitting. I see at least one thing from my grandfather in
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myself: the way I can't sit for a moment, even at meals, without reading 
something, if only the Cheerios box.
Granddad never filled out the questionnaire Mom sent him. I don’t 
remember why I didn't insist, why I didn't make him sit down and tell me 
everything, the way I tried with Grandma. You see how I am trying to fix his 
memory now with all these words and details. You don't know how much 
I'm leaving out.
My grandmother is a chatterer, a short, plump chickadee of a woman. 
She smarted back to her husband all his life. He only puffed on his pipe and 
smiled at her, amused. When she began forgetting, he remained amused.
She made him breakfast twice each morning, forgetting that he had eaten 
once already. He always ate his duplicate breakfast without complaining, 
and only sometimes teased her. “We don't sweat the small things anymore, 
do we, dear?” he said once, squeezing her shoulders and winking at me over 
her head. “We're past all that now,” he said. And she snapped at him, 
“You're lucky you get meals the first time time, kid.”
In the mornings my aunt heard them as they lay in bed murmuring, 
telling each other their lives all over again. When I last saw Granddad, a 
year before his death, he talked and talked. It was not like him to spin out 
stories so freely. I listened, knowing I could never remember the msh of 
words, but scraps of it come back to me. Once he rolled up his bedroll after 
sleeping outside in the dry Utah hills and dozens of scorpions scuttled away. 
He never felt right making bomb shells during World W ar H, knowing they 
would kill people. He explained the proper way to tap heat from giant
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cradles of molten steel until the metal glows at precisely the right 
temperature.
Exact words I don’t recall, but now, thinking of the way he spilled out 
his life in those last months, I realize he was tapping the heat, memories 
cascading in brilliant, hot globs. Some nights we drove out to Geneva Steel 
and sat in his pickup, watching the volcanic glow of the mill burning away 
the night.
Grandma keeps the Christmas tree up year-round, because she doesn't 
remember that it isn't Christmas every day. She plays with the ornaments, 
re-arranging them, changing them constantly.
She toys with her meals, pretending she's eating though she hardly 
ever eats enough. Once, when Barb jokingly said, “Eat your dinner or I'll 
give you a knuckle sandwich,” Grandma flipped her the bird. She wasn't 
kidding, either.
She sleeps with knives under the mattress. She's afraid of something 
she can't name.
And still, two years after his death, my grandmother sometimes wakes 
and wonders where her husband is, and Barb tells her, “Mother, Daddy's 
gone.” Grandma grieves each time as if it were the first time. She wakes, 
bewildered again, and Barb says, “Mom, I'm so sorry, but you know Dad is 
dead.”
Even worse, my mother tells me, Grandma Helen sometimes muses, 
“It's too bad Bob never saw this house.”
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They didn't bother telling her that her son Leroy died. She wouldn't 
have remembered, anyway.
I strolled around the yard last time I was there, touring my childhood. 
The apple tree, failing. The wooden rowboat planted with strawberries, now 
throttled by weeds. The unpruned cherry trees, dangling with shriveled 
black-red fruit that people once paid to pick themselves. Rose bushes gone 
to brambles. The trees smaller, irrigation ditch narrower, grassy slopes 
shorter. Inside, the house breathes deeply, slowly, so that nothing is 
disturbed. Outside, all is a betrayal of memory.
Old photographs fill the fruitcake tins stacked on a shelf in Leroy's old 
room. On previous visits I have stolen three or four of these pictures; 
nobody else wanted them as much as I did, I reasoned. I didn't want to ask 
permission, because I didn't want anyone to say, No, they're not for you.
I sat on the living room floor leaning against my grandmother's chair. An
orange-and-brown afghan covered her leg. She wore purple sweatpants and
/
matching purple socks, my aunt's idea of dressing her comfortably to receive 
condolences from visitors. Grandpa had been cremated. He did not want to 
be buried, nor memorialized in church, but a notice in the paper invited his 
friends to stop by that afternoon. Despite a sudden snowstorm they did, 
saying the words they must be saying a lot these days, as their friends die 
one by one.
Furloughed from the hospital for the wake, Grandma had refused to 
return. Furious tears slid down her face as her daughters phoned the doctor,
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phoned the hospital, begged her to understand that they weren't trying to 
force-her, it was a question of her health. The doctor, thankfully, relented. 
Now we sprawled in the living room in our good clothes, exhausted after a 
day of talking to Granddad’s earnest old friends and soaking up Grandma's 
grief and fear.
I dipped my hand into a tin and one at a time held up pictures of 
people I didn't recognize. Grandma said, making an effort to be interested, 
“That's my brother Leo. His wife Kathy just died last year, I think, or maybe 
it was this year? That was the time you kids came for Christmas. It must 
have been 1963. Christmas is my favorite holiday, you know. That was a 
good one. That’s Mike, oh, I can't remember his last name. He had a 
motorcycle and once he gave me a ride down Water Street in Steubenville. 
I'll never forget all the prostitutes standing in the doorways, and when we 
went by, they waved.”
I turned the pictures over and penciled names on the back, dates if she 
knew them. It seemed important. Photographs are like memories: you 
shuffle them around, trying to sort them into some kind of order. If you 
arrange them right, maybe you will construct a story that makes sense.
She huddled in her chair, her glasses dangling loosely from her hand. Years 
ago she painted the transparent rims with nail polish the color of bubble 
gum; it helps me find them, she explained. Now she looked at nothing. Her 
embroidery ring tilted off her lap, pastel threads snarled. The TV played 
soundlessly. When she accidentally shifted her broken knee, she winced; the 
hospital wouldn’t give her anything strong for the pain.
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“Can I have this picture?” I asked, holding up an overexposed 
snapshot of my grandfather outdoors somewhere. He sits on a campstool, his 
back to the camera, but his face in profile. A cap shades his face. He's 
looking over at a man I don't know. I can't tell what's happening. It's so 
bright and the rock walls behind them are so pink and dry that I think maybe 
he's on a camping trip in the mountains. I can't see his expression. It's a 
picture you can make stories from.
“Take whatever ones you like,” Grandma said, turning her face away.
My mother called me a couple of months ago and said, “Your 
grandmother has been feeding the dogs in the kitchen. She fixes them eggs 
and butters toast and slices it diagonally. Then she arranges it all on plates 
and serves each dog individually. She gets mad when they won't use the 
silverware.”
I laughed at the image of my grandmother standing in the kitchen and 
turning eggs over easy, the way she used to make them for Grandpa. I see 
the plates on the floor, forks to the right, the three dogs Annex, Tripod, and 
Sam slurping up runny egg yolk, crunching buttered wheat toast, ears 
pricked, waiting for seconds.
“The world’s happiest dogs,” I said.
“That's not so bad,” Mom continued, laughing herself. “But then she 
made meatballs out of canned dog food and she cooked them up in spaghetti 
for Barb and Ray.” .
“Oh, no! You're kidding!” I shouted. “Did they know?”
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“Not right away. They're pretty mad. Now they're afraid to let her 
cook/’
“Well,” I said, “if she is going crazy, at least she’s entertaining.”
My mother said, “Just remember this when I get old.”
A silence, then. There's so much I don't know about my own family.
If I sat down with my mother and said, “Tell me everything you remember 
about your life,” it still wouldn't be her life. It wouldn't be enough. I would 
have to stretch my memories thin to cover it all. I would have to invent 
things.
And you have to ask yourself, “What will I remember?” It's no journey you 
can pack for. You can't plan what memories you're going to take. You don't 
know what you might need.
I imagine my grandmother's saner spirit sitting on the couch next to 
the three Mormon ladies, tsking at the way she has loosed herself from life.
I picture her sitting on the dark landing in the middle of the night, waiting. I 
think of her floating free of her old wrinkled body, trying to decide whether 
to stay or to go.
Sometimes we say about Grandma, “It's a blessing she doesn't 
remember all this. Less cruel that way.” Sometimes we say, “If I ever get 
like that, then Jesus Christ, just shoot me.”
I told my mother, “Don't worry. I'll take care of you.”
Even as I write, I doubt. Didn't I actually tell my grandmother about 
Eric Petty the night of the eclipse? Yes, I'm almost sure of it. But I recall so 
well the scene in her bedroom, the scratchy, romantic music, and the
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shocked thrill I felt when she told me about the underwear. It doesn't really 
matter to anyone else but me, does it, and yet which is more real, what I 
remember or what I construct on the page, right here, for myself, for her? 
What else are we but memories? Not just our own, but those fragments 
salvaged by others.
There's this, too: the chance that I could inherit my grandmother's 
stuttering memory. I think of that and wonder who will take care of me, a 
woman without children. Who will remember for me?
Writing it all down is only another illusion, I'm thinking, but I won't change 
what I wrote. I can't. Now it’s become another story about my life, whether I 
know it to be true or not, and I'm afraid of losing stories.
My grandmother said, and I recall so well the way she said it 
thoughtfully, as if she had been puzzling over it: “The Christmas tree spoke 
to me last year again. Did I tell you that? The light got brighter and 
brighter, and I heard Jimmy’s voice. He said, ‘Everything is going to be all 
right.’ ” •
I've heard before about Jimmy, her favorite brother, who accidentally 
killed himself at fourteen with a gun he didn’t know was loaded. Almost 
seventy years dead, and he speaks to her more clearly than any of us.
Twice my grandmother told me about the talking Christmas tree. Both 
times I believed her. I decided I had better write it down, so I would not 
forget. She watched as I scribbled on the questionnaire, the one that 
explains about her life, that names her parents and her grandparents, where 
she grew up and when she married, something about each of her four
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children, and what she wants to be remembered for, and she said: “If you 
believe any of this, you're crazy. It's all a big lie.” And I wrote that 
down, too, just the way she said it.
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